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Nothing Under The Bed

Nothing Under The Bed - Ken Goldman

Ken Goldman
“Too much Halloween candy, sport, that’s
what this is about… ”
What this was about was a monster, of
course. Young Richie felt certain one waited for
him beneath the pillow where he lay his head.
Convinced he heard something, and maybe felt
a little something also, he hollered for the one
person who could banish the slime creature
lurking there. The man who could rid the world,
and right now Richie’s bedroom, of all the evil
within.
“DADDY!!”
Maybe the mobile of dancing cartoonish
skeletons, ghosts, and ghoulies in young Richie’s
bedroom wasn’t such a good idea after all. The
All Hallows’ Eve decoration had been Mark’s
idea, his wife had warned him that maybe Richie
wasn’t quite ready for the concept of things that
went bump in the night—especially things that
played Booga-Booga with Richie’s innocent fears
inside their son’s bedroom.
Mark had a good deal of explaining to do to
Julie, “Okay, okay, honey, I get it! Mea culpa, all
right? I screwed up!” But, he knew Richie was
the one who presented the real challenge.
“Daddy! Daaaad! Come upstairs, come
upstairs now! Hurry!” Richie wailed from his
room and Mark knew he had his work cut out
for him.
It took a while, and a good amount of
explaining, but Mark finally convinced his
young son, no monster lurked under his bed.
No bloodthirsty demon waited to snatch the boy
from the warmth beneath his covers. Had the
child not seemed so terrified, the cliché of the
hidden creature might have seemed amusing.
“But Dad, I heard scratching... ”
Those Halloween mobiles had really done a
number on the poor kid. Mark felt glad he hadn’t
purchased the recording of rattling chains and
monster groans to accompany them. Forty
minutes of the requisite Halloween standard
“ARRRGHHH, WOOOOOOOOOOO” and the

occasional “HeeeeeeeeeeHeeeeeeeeHeeeeee.”
“Imagination, Richie. It’s a powerful thing, and
someday soon you’ll see it can be a good thing
too. Nothing will hurt you, not ever, not on my
watch. Suck up that courage I know you have,
little man.” Mark’s parenting skills were being
tested tonight, no doubt about that, and the
young father had come through. Within minutes
his son lay giggling in his bed while Mark tucked
him in. He kissed the boy’s forehead.
“Sleep tight, son.” Richie’s dad decided against
adding the part about not allowing any bed bugs
to bite. “I’ll see you in the morning, sport, okay?”
“‘kay.”
Richie managed a smile as Mark watched him
drift off to sleep. The father felt like one hell
of a parent, all right. How rewarding to have
convinced a frightened child that no horned and
hungry monster waited in ambush beneath his
mattress. He had persuaded his son to act like a
man, and Richie had done just that.
Tonight, Mark’s comforting words proved
correct. At this midnight hour, young Richie
Goldfarb would sleep, assured that no monster
hiding beneath his bed would make a meal of
him.
However, the monster crouched snarling
inside Richie’s closet did.
It swallowed Richie whole.
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Vampire Haiku
Poetry - Denny E. Marshall

shot him in head twice
as the thief takes his wallet
vampire gets up

Poetry

confused vampire
walks into local blood bank
to make withdrawal

by

Denny E. Marshall
Halloween Tanka

ghastly fear present
as enemy troops approach
vampire army
intruder declares
this is not home invasion
then long fangs appear
seen the two long fangs
“not a vampire.” he said
“i am your lawyer”

aliens from space
arrive on halloween night
for the invasion
no disguises are needed
the plan went off perfectly

to live forever
was vampires’ hope and dream
now last man on earth

on halloween night
kids in costumes knock on door
get up off their knees
a disguise to hide true height
guns drawn for home invasion

While The Universe Still Expands
times varied wonders pass on by
galaxies hidden in the sky
trapped in glass until orbit lands
while the universe still expands

Halloween Haiku
the jack–o-lantern
grows body, arms, and some legs
runs away with witch

suns exploding lost in the days
space travel filled with cosmic rays
rings of gas clouds perform like bands
while the universe still expands

aliens arrive
for the halloween party
land on wrong planet

worlds collide in far away skies
dark hole opens, a system dies
only dimension understands
while the universe still expands

trick-or-threat
monster hears greet
you to eat

She’s No Alien

halloween cancelled
the children are all crying
so are real monsters

green eyes
yellow face
reptile features
though no creature
she looks so good
except on Halloween
even then
still interesting
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Scifaiku - Wendy Van Camp

Scifaiku
Art by Valery Riddle

Wendy Van Camp

Prosthetic
neural dust commands
soldier rises at reveille
his legs walk anew
Interface
implanted grains of sand
scatterings of neural dust
brain commands machine
Neural Dust
epileptic fits calmed
monitored by tiny smart grains
stilling the night
Mind Jack
binding of neural net allows
flashing meat to machine
jacking my soul
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Mambu Mutu of Burundi
Poetry - Richard Stevenson

If you’re thinkin’ of takin’ a dip
in Lake Tanganyika, you best be wary
of the Mambu Mutu of Burundi.

Poetry

by
Richard Stevenson

As pretty as a mermaid,
as seductive as the selkie sirens
that tempted sailors in days of yore.

Ice Falls

Swishy, dishy, curvy, swervy
as a seal, she’ll flutter her lashes,
curl her rubbery feminine flukes

It’s an ice chunk –
a fifty-pound ice chunk –
Ka-Boom! Ka-Chunk!

in a come hither greeting you’ll find
almost impossible to resist.
Then she’ll sing in a sweet contralto.

Aren’t you glad
you weren’t under it?
Thunderin’ Ja- Zuz! Ka-Thunk!

Your every molecule and follicle
will want to respond. Your hair
will swing and sway like kelp

Ain’t from airplane wings!
Ain’t no airplanes here!
No clouds either. Ka-Boom!

or ulva on the water; you’ll
feel as graceful as an otter
doin’ what he oughter. Resist!

Clound water, but how –?
Ka-Boom!
Ka-Thunk!

Stop up your ears! When she crooks
a finger from her rocky rook
don’t fall for the tapering tallow

Too bad it didn’t land
in an Inuit village
as Pre-Fab Igloo Blox…

of her talons, for she’s really
a watery witch. Wants only to
wrap her arms around you,

Gotta be God or Government
but no one’s fessed up yet
Ka-Boom!   Ka-Chunk!

drag you to a watery grave.
She’ll suck on you like a sanguine shake,
leave you like a flaccid wine skin

Ice blocks fallin’!
Ice blocks fallin’!
From a clear blue sky!

to float back on the waves.
Mambu Mutu of Burundi:
remember the name. She can

Ain’t really potable,
Better as building blocks
Full of fungus, Gus! Moss and sod

drive a man insane with her wiles.
Best turn your back when she smiles.
Seek a cold shower. Find romance

Ain’t no requisition number.
Ain’t no bunting or wrapping.
Sky’s just dumpin’ sixty-pound blocks.

in some cool bower in the shade.
Be afraid. Her interest in humans
is as a succulent to a succubus.
Don’t let her suck the marrow
from you bones’ ivory flutophones;
homo s ribs are just her balaphones.
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Flu Virus
Happy New Year, Holmes!
Hope you had fun last night
swappin’ spit with the missus
under the mistletoe.

Gatorman
Gatorman, oh gatorman,
you gotta pygmy torso;
you gotta gator bum.

I’m homeless, myself –
didn’t have as much as a cell
to hang my DNA hat on
until you came along.

Did you eat all yer Dad’s
snakes, snails, and puppy dog tails,
or did a taxidermist make meat of you?

Most folks won’t pick up a hitchhiker
like me in any season,
so I’m grateful you picked me up
and gave me a place to stay.

You look like you knocked
the gator’s block off
after he swallowed you whole.

Sorry about my 1918 relatives.
They could be a little over-zealous
and took advantage of folks’ hospitality.
I’ll be a little easier on your digestion.

Alligator pygmy/ pygmy alligator,
are you trying to clamber out
or trying to crawl back in?

You might want to put that
turkey stuffing back in the fridge.
A few cramps, a headache, some diarrhea,
vomitus
and I’ll be gone in a week or two, I promise.

Some mad scientist
may have had his evil way
with both of you.
Gatorman, oh gatorman,
your ribs are showing;
your smile’s a rictus grin.

Look at the upside, babe:
you’ll lose a few pounds,
I’ll change hosts and you can
go back to being the host with the most.
A real swag-bellied gourmand.
Tis the season to be jolly, after all.
So, seasoned greenthings, my friend.
I’ll be back on my feet in no time.
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Final Data Ditty
To sum up, we’ve gotta lotta
credible cryptid reports about
hundreds of critters who desport
heads, necks, flippers, flukes, glutes
in hairy, scaley, inner tubey rubbery
abdominal abominable bodies and forms
in seas, lakes, forests, swamps, hills, and tulies.
We’ve got hairs, bones, globster globs, and dung;
a lotta fun photos of whatchamacallit
thingamabobber whosits and whatsit
gentlemanly and not so gentlemanly callers
hobnobbing in saucers with pencil neck tossers…
Harrumph! You’ve got poppycock and balderdash and hooey
and hee haw woodsy, wooly-headed menches and men
out on a tear with nothing better to do than pull wool
over the heads of credulous cretins who report
dubious events and dents and scratches, fumbled
fabled out-of-focus photos and x-file illiterate
swatches of gobbledegook and ibbitybibbity
obbitibobbity hobbit hobgoblin extra terrestrial
hollow earth horrors and hollows and purple portals
and time warp tubes, tunnels, and wayback machines
ridin’ wormholes in saucers and almost forgot’ers
retrieved by regression est scream oogledy boogledy ass therapy.
Impossible illogical don’t beam down on White House lawn
responsible for secret government paranoia redacted
testamonials to heaven- sent technology, telemetry testosterone
induced rubbish and duddlydodufferist roughage –
Enough to choke a horse, of course, enough to power
A dim bulb into extra perceptionary luminosity – NOT!
Egad, harrumph! Enough of woozles and hefalumps!
I gotta have a dump and retrieve the secret messages
from my space brother mentor mentalist ET handlers –
the hostess with the mostest implant ring a ding dong
ram implant data pack, baby! Woo hoo harrumph indeed!
That’s enough ET, FYI, LOL, BFF, BS for me!
Don’t know about you. But complete the form and file it
with an oogle boogle ibbity bibbity ah so Allah amen!
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Excerpt from Talon by Amanda Greenslade
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Excerpt from

Talon by Amanda Greenslade
Book 1 The Astor Chronicles
Published by Tigerace Books
‘Were you a warrior in Lyth?’ I asked Sarlice.
‘In a manner,’ she replied. ‘I am… was… one of
the prime’s guardians. He had me trained from a
young age and liked to keep me close by.’
‘Your father?’ I asked, recalling what Ivon had
told me a few weeks back.
A look of surprise crossed her face, but she
quickly shrugged it off. ‘I wondered if I was his
“guardian” so that he could keep a close eye on
me. He doesn’t really need me.’
‘Clearly,’ I replied. ‘You’re here.’
She licked her lips pensively. ‘Mmm… let’s
just say my appointment as Ambassador wasn’t
among my father’s plans for my life.’
I looked at her with awe. ‘You’re Lyth’s
ambassador?’
It was a worthy appointment, bestowed only
upon the most trustworthy. Ambassadors went
forth as spokespeople for their nation, usually in
times of war, to form alliances. An ambassador
was expected to travel to the courts of nobles,
regents or kings and work out policies or
alliances with them.
With the Radanations of Jaria and Lyth this
involved contacting their prime leader, over vast
distances, to outline and agree upon the terms
of a negotiation. Where possible Anzaii were
chosen for this purpose because they could
usually communicate directly with the prime
leader’s Rada-kin or, possibly, even the prime
leader. That Sarlice had been chosen indicated
how skilled she was in defending herself on
the open road and at communicating and
negotiating , yet she was not Anzaii. It would be
up to Kestric to reach all the way back to their
home realm of Lyth.
‘I can still reach it from here,’ he replied to my
wide-open thoughts.
He was scouting some distance away,
following the path two of the other Rada-kin had
taken the day before. Above him were the tops of

a great variety of tall trees, their crowns forming
a canopy at a height of more than one hundred
feet. It may have been difficult for a foreigner to
determine the time of day in the darkness of the
rainforest, but I knew the cadence of Jaria forest
well.
There were smaller trees beneath the canopy,
and ferns with little red and gold flowers that
only opened in the morning at this time of year.
A green tree snake, that would have been
invisible to my eye, slid across the leaves of one
of the ferns to Kestric’s right. The fire tiger could
also sense the movements of tiny frogs, snails
and flatworms in the bushes or leaf litter around
him, but he put them out of his mind. He was
intent on assisting the other Rada-kin to find the
most direct route for us to get to our people.
‘Folai and Kang have found the camp up
further,’ he called. Both Sarlice and I were able
to hear him. We shared a look of relief. ‘They’re
waiting forus.’
‘How far away are Folai and Kang?’
‘Why don’t you ask them yourself?’ he replied
haughtily.
I closed my eyes and tried to concentrate.
Black. Red and blue stripes behind my eyelids.
Kestric. There he is. It was as if my mind had to
flip-up to a new way of seeing—the focus came
off what my eyes saw, and dived into the waves.
Through the waves I could just make out the
shape of Kestric’s body. More than just a simple
blob, Kestric appeared almost like he did in the
flesh, his reddish fur standing on end as he
looked at me over a great distance.
‘Reach further,’ he told me patiently.
With effort I closed the distance between us by
blocking out the emptiness and looked around
for more signs of life. Thinking back to all the
voices I had started to sense in Jaria, before the
battle, I began to listen through the waves as
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well. In the distance was a faint murmuring, two
Rada-kin having an unshielded conversation. I
could almost see them, but something crowded
the way between us. I reached out my hand
and brushed leaves and vines aside—at least
that was how I visualised it—one of the Radakin took shape and I nudged it gently with my
thoughts.
‘A human?’ the Rada-kin queried, ‘…Anzaii…
Ah, Talon.’
I could sense it was a fox in rabbit form, Folai.
I had played with her in Jaria, and felt a familiar
twinge as I connected with her for the first time.
‘Where are you?’ I queried.
‘We are far away. The Zeikas travelled
overnight even in the rain.’ ‘Is it… is that… you’re
near the Catacombs of Krii, aren’t you?’I said.
‘But why would the Zeikas go near there?’
‘They’re not right near it,’ Folai replied. ‘They’ve
laid the cornerstone for a fortress a few miles
away from it. Unless we act quickly, the Jarians
will be branded and shackled as slaves.’
‘We’re on our way,’ I said.
Sarlice stood watching me, one saddle bag
slung over her arm. ‘You really are Anzaii, aren’t
you? You had that unfocused look of being deep
in conversation with a Rada-kin a long way
away.’ ‘They’re not even in the realms of Telby
or Jaria anymore,’ I replied. ‘The Zeikas have
started building a fortress in Naioteio.’ ‘Not far
from the Catacombs of Krii, yes, I know,’ she
said.
‘Kestric told me.’
Kestric was already beckoning us in the right
direction. We finished loading our gear on to
the two weary horses and followed after him.
Although we travelled swiftly, it took us all day
to catch up to him.
‘The trail ends here,’ he told us. ‘We’ve been
hesitant to go much further without you, Talon, in
case of spirit circles.’
There were other Rada-kin hiding in the
trees, including Folai and Kang, a few hundred
feet east. We hid the horses in a cluster of tall
trees and tied them. Continuing on foot, we
accompanied Kestric through the trees, which
thinned to a wispy wood, around a seemingly
empty clearing.
‘Is there a spirit circle here?’ Sarlice asked.
‘I don’t know,’ I replied. ‘I’ve never seen one
before, nor do I understand exactly how they
work.’
‘Infused with Zeika wards,’ Tiaro explained,
‘a spirit circle portrays ordinary ground inside it,
concealing the reality. If you cross it, the demons
within will tell the Zeika who created it.’

‘Look ahead of you through the waves,’ Tiaro
told me, ‘and call upon Sy-tré.’
‘I’m going to try something,’ I added to Sarlice.
‘Will you watch over me?’
She drew her war bow and nocked an arrow,
standing up and moving a few yards behind me.
Kestric was nearby in a cluster of orange plants,
utilising all his senses to keep a buffer of safety
around us—no Zeika could get within fifty yards
without him being aware ofit.
‘Concentrate,’ Tiaro cautioned.
I wanted to do as she said, but it was like
trying to see through eyes that didn’t know how.
I closed my eyes and faced in the direction of the
clearing. Almost immediately I was overwhelmed
by the metallic stink of blood. I could see a three
foot widering of gore scraped over the foliage and
grass, right around the outside of the clearing.
It hadn’t been detectable to my natural senses,
but in the waves the smell was overpowering.
What number of humans or animals had been
sacrificed to make it? I daren’t imagine. Their
screams flashed at me from the spirit circle,
almost as if the demons there revelled in the
memory of their suffering.
I strained to see where the severe laughter
was coming from, eventually becoming aware
of the presence of hundreds of dark green and
grey imps. Their cackling reverberated through
the waves as they played on the spirit circle,
throwing lump so fsinew and flesh at each
other. My gorge rose and I blinked back tears,
trying to deny the terror and disgust I felt from
overwhelming me.
‘Quick, before they see you and alert their
master,’ Tiaro cried.
‘Banish them.’
‘How can I—?’
‘You must summon Sy-tré.’
I remembered the chant of my people, the
prayer for our herald, the wolf, to come to our
aid.
‘Come, Sy-tré,’ I called, ‘kindred of Krii. Refresh
the hearts of the faithful with your wolf song. Let
the marks of your paws lead the way for your
pack. Light the shadows with the flash of your
eyes, and drive back the darkness. Bite through
the snare that assails us. Rake your claws
through the belly of the mountain, and set loose
wonder upon the world.’
A slight breeze rustled through the waves,
blowing softly at first, then with more force.
The demons were shaken to the ground and the
cackling ceased. Grasping onto entrails and hair
they clung to the spirit circle, unable to speak or
reach out to their Zeika master because of the
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rushing wind.
‘Sy-tré stands with me,’ I wave-shouted. ‘By
the power of Krii, be gone!’
The winds grew stronger and I could hear Sytré’s howls upon them. With one final blast, the
immense furred wolf himself appeared out of the
rushing wind behind me, and swept around the
entire spirit circle. The east end of it was so far
away I wouldn’t have been able to see it with my
natural eyes, but in the waves my perspective
was no longer limited by the position of a
human body. I could float higher, see further
and close distances my human eyes would
never have been able to penetrate. I blinked in
wonder at the scene beneath me, which was now
completely clear of blood and gore, revealing the
Zeika construction site and their camp.
‘That’s it, you did it,’ Sarlice whispered,
patting my shoulder from behind.
‘Not I,’ I replied, coming back to reality. ‘Sy-tré
came.’ ‘Praise the Lightmaker,’ Sarlice said.
Sarlice and I looked out over the clearing—
large burgundy tents were positioned in a lazy
circle around a huge green pavilion. Firelight
within caused many shadows to play over the
material. The figures inside lifted strange objects
to the sky in some kind of offering. A tingling
sensation of foreboding crept up my spine.
‘So this is why there are no fish in the river,’ I
muttered. ‘They must have been travelling into
Jaria, west of town, to catch them upriver.’
‘It’s a wonder the Rada-kin didn’t notice,’
Sarlice said. ‘If I remember my maps correctly,
they would have just about passed through the
outskirts of Jaria to get to the western part of
the Jarvi River from here.’
‘Not if they crossed the mountain range west
of the catacombs,’ I said. ‘Food in Naioteio is
scarce and they’re much too far away from
Reltland to have a supply line coming in.’
‘Aye. Well at least it’s a small group,’ Sarlice
said softly.‘ It can’t be all that important to the
Bal.’
When I made a confused face, she added,
‘There are at least a hundred thousand Zeika
warriors in Reltland, maybe many more. We only
have to deal with a few hundred here.’
I frowned, and crouched down on the ground
for a better view through the foliage. ‘It’s all they
need to out number Jaria.’
‘Not by much,’ she said, ‘but we’ve seen how
easily they overcame your defences. I wonder
what they’re after, apart from yourself.’
I reached out to hold a bunch of grass aside.
‘Probably want to use Jaria just like King Flale
did years ago.’

She caught my eye. ‘Rada would never fight for
Zeikas.’
I snorted. ‘I was thinking more along the lines
of wave slaves. That murderer back in town
said something about Bal Harar wanting to use
Anzaii to locate other Kriites.’
Kestric growled and inched closer to the
clearing. Green light from the camp illuminated
one side of his head, and his whiskers appeared
to glow, but Sarlice’s full attention was on me.
‘Talon, I really think we’re making a mistake
by being here,’ she said. ‘Prime Arone’s
instructions to me were very clear—to keep you
out of danger.’
‘I wasn’t blessed with these abilities so I could
sit tight in Jaria Fortress, like them,’ I replied.
‘Now is when my people need me.’ ‘But the
Zeikas must be expecting you,’ Sarlice argued.
‘Surely they did all this just to get you here—
captured your Rada-kin and then your people.’
‘It has to be part of it, you’re right, but not all.
I don’t know what I can do yet, but I think I can
do something… ’
‘Don’t be afraid,’ Tiaro said. ‘Kriiis working with
us. The Zeikas may not expect it yet, but I believe
you can overcome their sorcery.’
Sarlice, unable to hear Tiaro, grew angry, ‘If
you know it’s a trap then don’t splittin’ go—’
‘What would you have me do?’ I interrupted.
‘Turn my back and walk away?’
‘I’ll go,’ she replied. ‘You stay here.’
‘Nay,’ I retorted. ‘You didn’t even want to come
in the first place.’
‘I did. Jaria may not be my home town, but
you are my brethren. I don’t like this any more
than you do, but we are outnumbered. Can’t we
go and get help—does Jaria have any allies in
Tasset?’
‘I have to get Rekala back now,’ I growled. ‘It’s
already been more than three weeks. And we
have to free the prisoners before more of them
are killed. Surely you can understand—’
‘Kang and Folai have found them,’ Kestric
interrupted. ‘The Jarians are in a cave of some
kind.’
The two Rada-kin had advanced when I
lifted the spirit circle, following the scent of
the Jarians to a small cave guarded by Zeikas.
Kestric looked up at me and then at Sarlice. He
chuffed at her and they conversed privately for a
time. A small frown creased Sarlice’s brow.
‘We should join them,’ I suggested.
Sarlice gestured reluctantly for me to lead
the way. Kestric crept after us, keeping a close
watch on the forest behind us. Crawling on all
fours was the only way we could reach Kang and
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Folai without being seen by the Zeika guards.
The three that I could see had just turned their
backs on us.
Folai and Kang waited in the forest ahead of
us, scheming with Kestric about the right time
to leap out and distract the guards. Sarlice’s
plan was for the four of them to hold the Zeikas
long enough for me to free the Jarians from
the cave. The mouth of the cave was barred
with glowing red bars of light and, as the only
Anzaii in the vicinity, it was my job to banish the
demons behind the magic. There was simply no
other way.
‘Sy-tré is with us,’ Tiaro reassured me. I heard
a reassuring howl in the waves, reverberating
much more loudly than any Rada- kin’s voice.
The Zeika guards wandered a few more feet
away from the cave, leering at a group of female
slaves who were washing themselves nearby.
The water they were using looked tepid, but they
had leaves, lemons and a few bars of soap to
share.
‘Go now, while they’re distracted,’ Sarlice
hissed to me. ‘And by the trees, don’t get
yourself killed.’
Kestric bolted from cover and blurred into
leopard form, Kang and Folai close behind him.
The Zeikas shouted for help and drew their
weapons. Sarlice moved immediately into wolf
form. I followed her around the backs of the
tents near the cave, whiskers twitching. It was
getting easier to shapes hift now—my lupine
nose came alive with hundreds of unique smells.
The echoing lilt of Zeikas alerting other guards
shot painfully through me as my mind adjusted
to the differences in my hearing. Sarlice and I
crept from one tent to another, pressing close
and crouching low.
The Zeikas called to others around the camp,
alerting them to a possible escape attempt. I felt
my tail turn down in sudden fear. Before panic
could grip me, Sarlice snapped her fangs over
the tent rope. One corner of it fell in. She leapt
onto it, tearing at the thick fabric. Three of the
five Zeikas let out a cry and hurried around the
tent to fight us off.
I jumped onto the first one’s chest, biting at
his face. An axe whistled through the air and
bounced off a wooden crate nearby.
‘Go into that cave,’ Tiaro hissed.
‘We won’t be able to get out again,’ I argued.
Sarlice darted behind and around the Zeikas,
drawing their attention away from me.
‘We will,’ Tiaro assured me. ‘Have faith.’
With a yelp, I ran between the two remaining
Zeika guards and leapt through the mouth of

the cave, an icy feeling passing through me
as I crossed the threshold. Sarlice’s growling
grew faint and there was the smell of too many
bodies crammed int oa small space. Master
Namal stood at the front of the group, arms
outstretched as if to shield them. I relaxed into
my human self and stood up from a crouching
position.
‘What now, Tiaro?’ I said with one hand on my
ear. ‘Sarlice and the Rada-kin won’t last long out
there!’
‘We’ve cleared the entrance already,’ she
replied.
I stared back at the mouth of the cave in
astonishment. The red lines were gone. How?
‘Glorious Krii! We are glad to see you, Talon,’
Namal said. ‘We’ve all been praying that your
Anzaii abilities would manifest faster than usual.
Without Feera, we knew you were our only hope
of escape.’
‘So you told the others?’ I said.
‘With Zeikas upon us, we seem to have less
to worry about from Wave keepers,’ he replied
sheepishly. ‘And now that we’ve seen what you
can do, it is obvious to all that you are Anzaii.’
‘Do you think you can free us from these
wards?’ Ivon asked, coming up beside Namal.
‘All the Rada here have been wave- blocked.’
There were about sixty Rada Jarians
handcuffed with bracers of Zeika magic, and
two dozen non-Rada. As long as the Rada were
warded their kin would not be able to sense
them, and they were unable to transform.
‘I can sense the wards,’ I replied. ‘It’s like
nothing else. First spirit circles, now wards.
There was one on Rekala when I saw her last,
but I couldn’t sense it then.’
To Tiaro only, I added, ‘I’m not sure how to
begin.’
‘Ward magic is subtly different from spirit
circles,’ Tiaro counselled me. ‘With this many
wards, sometimes there is only one demon,
sometimes many. You must be touching one of
the wards in order to find out. The other Jarians
must also be touching so that the power can
flow through them when you send the demon or
demons away.’
‘Why the limitations if it truly is Sy-tré working
through me?’
‘Can you imagine what would happen if
he flooded you with his full power?’ Tiaro
responded. ‘You would not be able to withstand
it. The slow progression of learning is to protect
you. The Lightmaker empowers us to do certain
things for ourselves, and demands that we be
actively involved in them, but he holds back until
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we’re ready to take each step in our growth.’
‘Give me your hands, Namal, oh… you’re not
warded. Your Rada-kin… Josker… she’s not… ’
I knew from the look in his eye that the
magnificent grey wolf I had last seen outside
Namal’s house in Jaria was slain. My heart
ached for Namal’s loss, not only the loss of his
dearest, truest friend, but also his ability to
morph.
‘Tend to the others,’ Namal croaked. He would
battle on like a true leader, despite his grief. ‘We
have to get away from here. We’ll take refuge
in the Catacombs of Krii, if necessary, as the
Zeikas cannot follow us there.’
It was difficult to think about reaching out to
Sy-tré with the weight of Namal’s and others’
losses heavy on my heart. But the Rada-kin and
Sarlice were struggling to hold back the tide of
Zeikas who were starting to emerge from the
main tent. I had to move quickly or more lives
would be lost.
I grabbed Ivon’s shoulder and turned him so I
could reach his bound hands behind his back.
His ermine, Jaseca, was hiding down the front of
his shirt.
‘Everyone take hold of the person beside you.’
Staring at me wide-eyed, the Jarians did as
they were told. I closed my eyes and sought
frantically in the waves for the demon or demons
governing the wards. I could hear Namal and
a few others standing in agreement with me to
face our spiritual foe.
I recited the prayer of the wolf once more. A
writhing mass of nothingness swarmed out of
the disappearing wards. The demon bellowed its
anger at me and rolled closer. I lost my breath
and a wave of nausea threatened to knock me
off my feet. Tiaro’s voice resounded firmly in my
mind.
‘Sy-tré is with us. Krii and the Lightmaker will
aid him.’
The demon spread its vacuous claws and
billowed to ward me. A wave of terror washed
through me and I stumbled back, nearly letting
go of Ivon’s hands. The demon surrounded me
with its blackness, reaching into my mind and
probing down into my soul. Like a closing door,
the light of awareness began to dissolve, and
anger and hatred welled up inside me.
Another place, another time. Red all around
me, like the belly of a tremendous monster,
veins like tentacles in the walls. A gurgling
sound like water being sucked down a plug or
drain… echoing. My feet… invisible beneath
as ludge of muck and clouds of hot steam.
Sweating, crying, my voice scratching against

my throat, burning? The underworld? Death…?
‘I am not dead,’ I cried, searching for calm,
but instead there was agony and fury. If Krii was
there, I could not sense him.
Yet, ‘He is here… ’ Tiaro said.
I could see the black of my own eyelids
and thousands of red dots. Krii is real and he
lives—that much I know. Peace flowed around
me and all became quiet. I opened my eyes and
found myself kneeling on the ground before
the Jarians, arms outstretched. A number
of them were still murmuring their praises
to the Lightmaker. Others moved out of the
cave to hold back the enemy. The wrist wards
had fallen away, leaving them free to morph
and communicate with any kin who were not
warded.
‘Thank Krii,’ I breathed.
Ivon and I were the last to leave the cave.
Dozens of Zeikas emerged from the tent and
flooded towards the cave looking slightly dazed.
Why choose this time to get drunk? They knew we
were coming.
‘This is not the stupor of drink, Talon, but of
opening one’s soul to Zei.’
Dazed or otherwise, it wouldn’t be long before
the Zeikas outnumbered us. A garrison this
big was sure to have a number of high-ranking
warriors, sorcerers who could scry and conjure.
By no mortal means could we fight and win
against such evils. The only sensible option for
the Jarians was to flee.
‘This way, Talon!’ Namal said, beckoning me.
‘Not without Rekala,’ I called out. ‘You go on.’
Outside the cave, most of the Jarians were
running for the forest, luring the Zeikas to
the place where animals had the advantage. I
crouched behind the tent where I’d last seen
Sarlice. Red material rippled where she had left
jagged shreds. I slipped in through the back
door of the next tent. Two screams heralded my
entrance as I stumbled upon a Zeika with a pair
of pleasure-slaves. I burst out the front of the
tent, running to the next one, which was empty.
A green light lit up the sky outside—Jonaal
stood at the entrance to the green pavilion
sending fireballs in streams around him. He
spread his arms into the air and tilted his
whole body back until I thought he would snap.
Conjuring a line of fire between his hands, he
turned to face a charging wolf. A ripple of green
spun along the line and careered into the wolf,
causing an explosion that boomed so loudly it
echoed off the distant mountains. The helpless
Rada-kin keeled over and lay smoking in the
middle of the field.
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‘If we can’t have you as slaves,’ the sorcerer
shouted, ‘we will have your ashes!’
I ran on past a cluster of wooden buildings,
noticing that the cook fire out the front of
each one was cold. Apparently the Zeikas had
feasted together this night. Deeper in the Zeika
camp there were less people as most of them
were concentrated around the main pavilion. I
crept gingerly through the camp, hiding behind
barrels and tents, hearing explosions and
shouting behind me. It seemed cowardly not to
be there in the thick of it, but Rekala needed me
also. I had to focus on that.
A darkened tack shed soon came into view—
perhaps the stables would be nearby. I hurried
over to the shed and pressed my spine against
the wooden wall. Footsteps crunched in the
gravel after I had stopped moving, and I heard
someone mutter and curse.
After a while the footsteps moved on. I peeked
around the corner of the tack shed and glimpsed
a heavily armoured Zeika with a ball of flame
balanced on his head. The flames illuminated
the cause way, throwing strange shadows as he
passed the hanging cauldrons and dried meat at
each cook fire.
Senses straining, I moved past the tack shed
and located the stable, which consisted of a
large, wooden building with an apex roof open to
the night sky at front and back. I crept around
the back and reached up the wall. The top of
the wooden slats was a little rough, but it was
flat enough to climb over. Moving as silently as a
mouse I jumped up against the wall and hauled
myself up. Shaking with the effort I lowered
myself down on the other side, being careful not
to make a thud. There was no telling how many
Zeikas would be in here on guard, especially if
they knew I was coming.
‘If they were expecting me, why haven’t I been
caught already?’ I pondered.
Tiaro replied, ‘Perhaps they thought they had
you at the cave. They underestimate you because
you are so new.’
Putting my questions aside, I peered around
the stable. Green flames burned in sconces at
intervals around the walls, bright enough to
reveal my position, but the two Zeikas standing
at the far end of the stables weren’t looking
in my direction. One of them turned his head
and the firelight revealed a hideous facial scar.
Warder Arak. I ducked behind a pile ofhay.
High Commander Jonaal had given him
that injury to punish him for capturing me
prematurely, and now he was on stable duty.
I grinned at his misfortune, but my pressing

desire to find Rekala made the smile fade away.
Peeking carefully from behind the hay I spotted
her in white-grey horse form in a stall in the
middle of the room.
Behind the piles of hay, crates and equipment,
I moved slowly toward her, peering through the
darkness for any threat. There were at least four
feet of open space on every side of the stall.
I chanced a quick scurry across the gap. Fear
shot through me and I ducked just in time to
miss a burst of fire.
Arak and the other stable guard called dark
energies to their aid, seeming reckless in their
haste to strike me down. Am I that important to
them?
A stray shot set fire to the piles of straw on
the ground, and it started burning with a soft
who of. As the green flames crawled closer to the
main haystack, pungent, dusty smoke thickened
the air. The Zeikas continued firing blasts of
magic at me, missing by inches as I ducked and
darted away from them. Not when I’m this close!
A pounding fury heated my chest as I dropped
to all fours. An image somewhere between
Rekala and Kestric filled my mind. In response,
my shoulders and lips bulged, striped fur
thickened across my skin—black and blacker.
Night tiger! The name we gave to melanistic fire
tigers and ice tigers.
The muscles across my face and neck
responded faster than thought and a terrible
noise came out. Despite not being full grown, my
teeth were as long as daggers.
Arak lost concentration and staggered back
while the other Zeika continued to hurl green
fireballs in my direction. Planks of wood fell
around us, showering the room with smoke and
sparks. I cornered my prey, glaring at him with
fly-green eyes. I arched my back and lashed out
with dark red talons. He uttered a prayer to Zei
and stretched out his palm as I leapt, a sphere of
lime coloured fires welling between us. I closed
my eyes, roaring out to Krii in desperation. Heat
touched my teeth, licked across my tongue and
died in my throat. The Zeika’s head struck the
floor as I landed.
Arak panicked and made a run for the door,
but a falling beam swept him off his feet and
knocked him out of the stable.
The fire had burned quickly through the debris
on the floor and now cart wheeled up the walls.
Resuming my human form, I ran to Rekala’s
stall. She was fidgeting restlessly despite the
thick hobbles weighing her down. Now that I
was close to her, our physical touch reduced the
effects of the wave-ward.
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‘Talon, my sweet Rada,’ she murmured and I
wasn’t sure if the faintness of her wave was more
due to the wave-ward or to her own exhaustion.
I slammed the gate open and darted in.
Rafters split and creaked above us—I glanced up
as part of the roof fell in—the fire had devoured
the main haystack and raced hungrily for more
fuel.
‘Hurry,’ Rekala hissed faintly through the
waves.
The ward on my Rada-kin was a thin black
ring hung over her head. I wrapped my fingers
around it and called on Krii. Most Kriites called
it dispelling, but to me it was simply a surrender
on my part, an admittance that I could do
nothing, but Krii could. I felt the presence of Sytré like a distant howl on the wind as the magic
in the ward ring snapped and raced away.
Rekala’s presence was strong in my mind
once more. She was instantly aware of a third
presence in the waves with us.
‘So much has changed in our time apart,’ she
complained.
‘Where’s the key to your hobbles?’ I demanded.
She looked up at me, large eyes dim with lack
of rest. ‘Leave me… ’
‘I would rather die!’ I choked as I spoke
through the waves.
The smoke swirled in thick eddies through
the stable. I left her there, crashing into the
stable wall as I blindly sought one of the fallen
stable guards. More of the roof collapsed behind
me and I could hear other horses squealing in
panic and pain. I found one of the Zeikas, but
there were no keys. I blinked tears of fire and
desperation from my eyes and hunted about for
something to break the hobbles. Near the body
was the Zeika’s sword, conjuring up memories
of searing pain from the last time I’d attempted
to wield a Zeika weapon, but this time, the
weapon’s owner was dead. Coughing violently, I
carried it back to Rekala’s stall.
I hefted the huge weapon in the blinding
smoke, and struck. Sparks flew, Rekala recoiled
from the shock and pain in her hooves, but the
hobbles remained. A tingling reached through
the scars on my hands, and my gut squirmed
with dread. My insides burned from inhaling
too much smoke. Pushing my discomfort
aside, I stood on the blade end of the sword
and wrenched the hilt upwards. Three pulls,
shoulder muscles tearing… no give.
This is metal. It will never snap. Am I going to
die here?
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Private Jack Nance shivered. The cold winter
wind cut through his GI jacket and olive drab
shirt. He huddled in a shallow crater trying to
keep his teeth from chattering. He was afraid
that any motion, any sound, would alert the
Germans.
Nance took a chance and raised his head.
The forest glowed silver in the light of the full
moon. The fresh snow clung to the branches
and covered the ground. In other circumstances,
Nance would have thought how much the scene
reminded him of his home in Dell, Wisconsin.
But the sight of his friend Mike’s dismembered
body — still giving off wisps of steam in the cold
air — made it clear where he was. Just west of
Stuttgart, right on the front line of World War
Two.

friend’s severed head stared at him with dead,
frost clouded eyes.
Sorry, Mike. I’ll tell your girl you went out like a
hero. Assuming I get out of here.
Satisfied that he knew the way back to friendly
lines, Nance dashed for the tree line. Once he
was safely among the closely spaced pines, he
felt a little relief. He took a moment to catch his
breath, something that was not easy when every
icy inhalation burned going down his throat.
Looking back at the clearing he had been
sheltering in, he thought about how much it
looked like the one the patrol had found, deeper
in the woods. The clearing where this nightmare
had started.

“This will be a simple recon mission,” Captain
Miller had said, before Nance’s platoon had
left, “There are reports of Kraut activity along
this sector. It may be elements of the 6th SS
Mountain Division, but we need more intel. We’ll
be looking for enemy posts, troop concentrations
and any armoured vehicles. Prisoners are a
bonus. It’ll give our S2 boys something to do. No
heroes, guys. We all do our jobs and get back in
one piece.”

The platoon had been picking its way through
the forest, walking in a staggered skirmish line.
Mike was to Nance’s right. Another Private — a
new replacement whose name he never learned
— was to his left. There had been no signs of the
Germans and Nance was hoping that this turned
out to be a wild goose chase. With the speed of
the German collapse in the last few weeks, he
couldn’t believe anyone would want to be the
last man to die for Hitler.

Nance had seen Captain Miller die. He could
still hear his howls as he was incinerated from
the inside out, blue-green flames exploding from
his mouth and eyes.

As Nance was thinking about getting back to
his warm dugout and some hot food, he saw
a light through the trees. It was plain to the
other men as well and most of them, Nance
included crouched down. The new guy remained
standing, until Nance hissed, “Hey, asshole, get
the fuck down.”

Seeing nothing moving, Nance slowly rose to
his knees. He checked the action of his M1 rifle
and found it moving smoothly.
At least that’s something.
Nance struggled to his feet. His legs were cold
and stiff. Part of him wanted to lie down again
and let the ice air lull him into a final sleep.
Fuck that. Get back to the lines and tell them
what we found. Tell them what the Nazis have
done.
Nance took a moment to get his bearings.
He tried not to look at Mike’s remains, but he
couldn’t help it. The men had been together
since boot camp. They had landed in Normandy,
fought through France, survived the Battle of
the Bulge and even made plans to open up a
bar together when they got back to the US. His

That would be a great way to go. Some wetbehind-the-ears idiot who doesn’t know his
asshole from his elbow.
After a few moments, the men slowly stood
up, although most remained hunched over,
an instinctual desire to make a smaller target.
Nance waited until the order was passed down
the line to advance. When he did, it was with
exaggerated caution. He kept glancing to his
left, waiting for the new man to make a noise
and draw fire. He was grateful that that didn’t
happen. When they reached the tree line
surrounding the clearing, the patrol halted.
In the middle of a wide, treeless space a
bonfire blazed. A platoon of German soldiers
stood midway between the fire and the tree line.
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Closer to the fire were four naked women. It
had been a while since Nance had seen a naked
woman. Even with the danger presented by the
soldiers, he had immediately perked up. In the
competing light from the fire and moon, their
skin seemed to be silver, chased with orange.
All four were voluptuous with long, golden hair.
Their arms were raised to the sky and they were
chanting.

the men fighting and dying around them.
Even with all the shooting, Nance could still
hear the new man shouting, “Jesus Christ is
Lord.” Then, the words stopped, replaced by
an inhuman croaking sound. Nance glanced
over in time to see the new man on his knees,
head thrown back, mouth wide open. Blood
was cascading down his cheeks. His eyes were
wide with terror. His throat bulged and viscera
poured from his mouth as he was hollowed out.

Although Nance didn’t know much German,
he knew what it sounded like. Whatever they
were saying was in another language, something
that echoed across the clearing and through the
trees, a string of grunts and cries that raised the
hairs on the back of his neck.

Nance bent over and vomited. He slouched
against a tree trunk and wiped off his mouth.
Fuck this.

As he watched and as the words resonated
within him, he felt nauseous. He had to fight
to keep from vomiting. He looked over at Mike
and saw that he was holding his hand over his
mouth.

Hunched over, he scrambled to Mike’s firing
position. Mike was methodically shooting,
smoothly emptying one clip, then slamming a
new one home.
“We gotta go. We gotta go now.”

The grunting, screeching voices rose to a
higher pitch. Even though he didn’t know it
rationally, Nance felt a crescendo was being
reached. Something began to move within the
flames. Nance thought it was just a trick of the
light. After a few moments, he realized that was
not the case. Something was taking shape in the
flames.

Mike looked at him with terror-glazed eyes.
Nance knew that this was reflection of his own
feelings. “We don’t have orders.”
“Yeah, well, I didn’t sign up for this bullshit.
Are you seeing what’s… ”

A dark, roiling column of twisted shadow and
flame grew higher, rising above the fire. As he
watched, what had first seemed like thick smoke
took on a more solid form. An erect cylinder of
seething flesh coalesced in the middle of inferno.
Nance went numb when the flesh at the tip split
and a single, pale green eye opened. The women
screamed in ecstasy, a sound that Nance found
both arousing and repulsive. He was overcome
by an urge to smother himself in the dark
column and give himself to the flames. He could
feel something tugging at him, like a dozen
invisible hands pulling him forward.
He was jerked back to the moment when
a string of shots rang out. The nameless
replacement was screaming, “Jesus Christ
is Lord” while he emptied his clip. One of the
German soldiers collapsed. The others went
prone. There was s fusillade of shots as every
man with a weapon began to fire. Nance went
through 3 clips before he was aware of what he
was doing. He saw that the women were on their
knees, bowing to the dark column, oblivious to

Nance’s voice trailed off as he saw Captain
Miller running into the clearing, towards the
flames. He was screaming as gouts of blue-green
fire exploded from his mouth and empty eye
sockets.
Nance grabbed his friend’s jacket and hauled
him up. “Yeah, we’re done.”
As they ran back into the forest the gunshots
faded. Soon there was only the sound of the
two men’s laboured breathing and the crunch
of branches as they crashed through the trees.
Nance wasn’t even sure they were heading back
towards friendly lines. He didn’t care.
Any place is better than back there. Any place
in the world.
As he thought this, they emerged into a
clearing, a place of shattered trees and bomb
craters. He heard a wet pop and felt a warm
splash against the exposed skin of his neck. He
tumbled in a crater. When he looked behind
him, he saw the steaming remains of Mike and
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realized the warm liquid was his friend’s blood.
Now, hidden among the trees, panting and
recalling the night’s events, he found his
strength coming back to him. Whatever had
happened; whatever he had seen, he was alive.
He had survived.
I just need to get moving. Get back to my lines
and keep going. Get to the goddamn Atlantic and
swim the fucking thing. Just get home.
He felt delicate fingers touch his cheek. He
pushed away from the tree he was leaning
against and spun around. He levelled his rifle.
One of the women was standing before him.
She was smiling broadly, showing perfect white
teeth. Her skin glowed silver. Her heavy breasts
and soft curves cut through Nance’s fear. The
grip on his rifle loosened, until the weapon fell

to the ground. He wanted her. As he stared into
her cold, blue eyes, he wanted her more than
any woman he had ever seen or imagined.
“Mardati,” she said, still smiling.
Nance felt the air around him grow heavy, like
an invisible vise. His joints began to ache. His
eyes hurt; he closed them tightly, but it didn’t
help. They were pushed inwards, bursting with
a searing pain. His bones began to vibrate, then
collapse from the intense pressure. Nance let out
a final soft scream as his body imploded, leaving
a red stain on the pure white snow.
The woman regarded the steaming red mass
with satisfaction. Then she drifted up through
the trees, a pale sliver against the dark sky.
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lived with her war damaged and alcoholic father,
and her downtrodden mother. She had to find
the only other best friend she’d ever made —
a naked guy that lived in a spaceship up the
weedy path behind her house. The guy didn’t
have any private parts. Otherwise, she would
have never trusted him.

Stainless
Stainless Part 1 - Robert Eggleton

PART 1

Robert Eggleton
Shelly and Faith had become the best of
friends. They were roommates at a children’s
mental health institution on Earth, the planet
with the highest sentient incarceration rate in
the universe. Twenty-six girls shared the same
dormitory at the facility, but Shelly was the
only one that Faith had trusted with her secret.
Faith hadn’t even told her therapist.
Outside of her own family, one other person
on the planet also knew the secret. It was Lacy
Dawn. She was Faith’s best friend back home.
Before she had confided, Faith forced Shelly and
Lacy Dawn to make cross-your-heart promises
not to tell anybody else, especially not an adult.
All three girls were eight years old — thrust
by circumstances and experiences into a
world of hurt from which children should be
protected, and surviving it all with resiliency
and understanding beyond their years, immune
from adult consultation. This admission was the
fourth time that Faith had gotten herself locked
up for her own good, compared to two for Shelly.
Lacy Dawn had never been put in a facility. She
had the magic to protect herself, plus some left
over to help other kids, and Lacy Dawn even
made perfect grades in school.
“I’m getting stronger! Soon I’ll fix everything
in the whole world!” Lacy Dawn had screamed
as the deputy shackled Faith to take her to the
institution almost six weeks before. Since then,
for comfort, Faith had replayed that scene every
night at 7:00 p.m. — the mandatory bedtime for
adolescents housed in the facility.
After Faith had been hauled off by the deputy,
Lacy Dawn chanted a magic verse: “he used
to be a good man… ,” and elevated above the
ground to glide home, a dilapidated house
located in an Appalachian hollow where she

Even though she was locked up, or perhaps
because of it, Faith believed in Lacy Dawn’s
magic, and knew that it would be there to help
when she needed it most — after she got out of
lock-up. Each day, she counted the next until
release, and, at night, she schemed various plots
to revenge against the people who had put her
there — the school principal and psychologist,
her scared mother, a big sister, a tattletale
named Brittney, and most of all, her mean
daddy who had signed the petition to get her
locked up because she had forgotten to burn the
trash.
Younger girls at the facility would have
screaming fits several times a day. They would
be put in padded isolation rooms, given shots,
and left until their energies had drained. That’s
what Shelly and Faith used to do — scream,
scream, and scream some more. Older girls
would spit out the medicines that stopped
their hallucinations so that they would have
something interesting to talk about during the
otherwise boring and ongoing group therapy
sessions.
Shelly and Faith were in the middle group of
girls — too old to continue the screaming fits
that didn’t rid the pain anyway, and too young
to have achieved effective dissociation from
their traumas. They were the cutters, along
with six other girls in their dormitory who were
about the same age. However, Shelly and Faith
were the only two who had never intentionally
scarred their faces. It was what had bonded
their friendship — an understanding that one
day they might deserve to be pretty — a shared
belief that Lacy Dawn’s magic was real and that,
thereby, relief from victimization was at least a
theoretical possibility. Tall for her age, Shelly
had once tricked a teenage boy into asking for
her phone number by stealing her older sister’s
bra and stuffing it with toilet paper. It didn’t
work since the family didn’t own a phone. The
last thing that Faith wanted was to attract a boy,
so she intentionally overate to stay plump.
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Their hope blossomed on such a pretty day of
unknown designation or date by inmates. Shelly
and Faith played within the fenced outdoor
recreation yard. It was a scheduled time and
the one hour period required by state statute.
It was also a smoke break for the facility staff.
The girls looked for sharp objects to use for selfmutilation. Pieces of plastic spoons were the
best.

the next good-weather-day required outdoor
recreation. In protest, one roommate, Robin,
banged her head on the cinder-block wall beside
the door that read FIRE EXIT.

“Don’t number that scar. It was a cat scratch,”
Faith said.

Mrs. Jackson was a Behavioral Rehabilitation
Specialist. She had a high school diploma and
was strong enough to physically restrain actingout youth, regardless of how big they’d grown
between their repetitive readmissions. Most of
the girls in the program liked her, and some
liked her so much that they would act out on
purpose just to be held. Robin didn’t like Mrs.
Jackson, though, because that was the staff
member who had been assigned the duty to
keep Robin’s head shaved so that the helmet fit
better.

“I bet she’d stop that if you took off her
helmet,” Faith said to Mrs. Jackson, a 250
pound positive role model who worked the 7:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. shifts.

“Thanks for being honest,” Shelly
acknowledged and skipped one of the best scars
on Faith’s right forearm. She went to the next.
With the ballpoint pen that she’d stolen from her
therapist, Shelly numbered it, and continued
down Faith’s arm to number the other scars.
“Twenty-seven, twenty-eight…alright, you win
this time. But, I bet I beat you next time,” Shelly
conceded. Trying to cheat, Shelly had even
skipped the scars that Faith had filled with ink
to make a Jesus cross above the knuckle of the
index finger on her right hand.
“I cut a lot more on my left arm. I like it best,”
Faith said, held it up, and rotated left and right
so that the scars glittered in the afternoon sun.
The girls looked around to make sure. No
security guards were watching. No adults were
in view. Cigarette smoke formed a cloud that
floated from around the corner of the building.
They were unsupervised, and out-of-range of the
sound monitoring system.
“I can’t wait to be old enough to get my belly
button pierced,” Shelly changed the game,
lifted her Metallica tee shirt, and pinched her
navel until it turned as red as her hair, a sharp
contrast to her ultra-white skin that had never
tanned.
“I can’t wait to get big enough to kill my
daddy,” Faith said, and jabbed a knifeless fist
into Shelly’s abdomen. They giggled and didn’t
stop until the school bell signaled the end of
recess at the children’s mental health center.
Faith’s double chin was still wobbling when
Security began to herd the kids toward the
side-entrance of the facility. They would remain
inside the light-green walls, and breathe the
familiar smell of urine mixed with Lysol, until

“I know that’s right, Honey,” Mrs. Jackson
agreed and knocked three times on Robin’s
helmet with a knuckle. Mrs. Jackson couldn’t
remember any of the girls’ names, so she called
them all, “Honey.”
“Are you the one getting discharged tomorrow?
Your Medicaid money ran out and so you’ve got
to go home. The government has to pay for you
to be here and, well, I don’t understand it all,
but that’s what the Director said in the staff
meeting this morning. All he ever talks about
is money, money and money. I guess he knows
what he’s doing. I sure need more money. Are
you Faith?”
Tears swelled in Shelly’s eyes, but she turned
her head before anybody noticed. Faith punched
the wall, but not so hard that it would have
busted her hand, again.
Been there, done that.
“Yeah, I’m Faith. I didn’t know nothing about
being discharged this soon. I’m not ready. I’ll
help Mr. Stan clean the dookie off the walls in
the bathrooms if he’ll let me stay longer. Tell the
director, please… ”
“I’ll tell the boss, but you know he don’t care
about no poop on no walls unless there’s an
inspection coming up. Why do you girls smear it
everyplace?”
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nose on the towel that he’d used to wipe up his
tears.

“I wish Lacy Dawn was here to help me,” Faith
whispered to Shelly. “No I don’t,” she said after
reconsideration. “I would never want her in a
place like this.”

“I’ve only spit out and saved up fifteen
pills since I’ve been here this time. I need
more,” Faith said to begin the girls’ obligatory
disclosures. Big brown eyes widened, she tried
to take back the truth by covering her mouth
with a braid of nappy hair, tensed her posture,
and glanced around at one group member to the
next.

Mrs. Jackson scooted the girls up a landing
toward the group therapy room. Robin slid her
shoulder against the wall along the way and
continued to bang her head. Inside the room,
Shelly grabbed Faith’s hand and refused to
let go. Their assigned seats were not adjacent.
Given the choice between an incident and
its formal report, or allowing the girls to hold
hands, the therapist rearranged seats. The other
girls in the session didn’t object. They grabbed
hands and an invincible circle around the table
was thereby established.

Oops.
“There’s a bunch in the flower pot next to the
nurses’ station,” Sandy, a girl who on-purpose
looked like a boy recommended. The doctor had
triple checked Sandy’s gender at admission so
that she/he would be in the correct dorm.

“Who won?” the therapist asked about the
self-mutilation contest. He had noticed the
numbered scars on Faith’s right arm.
Without letting go of hands, Shelly sat down
last. Her tears formed a pool on the shiny table
top. The girl beside Shelly, not the usual one,
but the one that ended up there after the seating
rearrangement, began to cry. The girl beside
her did the same. And, the one beside that girl
started. The sequence got to the therapist, who
formed the biggest puddle of tears on the table
top. Twelve girls, a gray-haired do-gooder, and
Mrs. Jackson wept before the group therapy
session had been called to order. Robin cried as
she continued to bang her head on the table top
— recurring resonating thuds.
“Why are we crying?” Mrs. Jackson asked ten
minutes later to call some order to the group.

The rejected psychotropic pills that the kids
had been spit into the dirt of the flower pot had
killed the plant, such a common occurrence at
nurses’ stations all over Earth that there was
little point in replacing the plant. The next would
shortly meet the same fate.
Most of the pills at this facility were rejected
by older girls who liked their dissociative relief
better than the medication. Some of the pills
in the pot were from kids that enjoyed the way
ADHD felt. And, other pills were from girls with
Bipolar Disorder and within the manic mood
swing. It was easy for everybody to tell when
these girls felt so high that they never wanted to
come down. They wouldn’t stop bragging about
how they were so cool.
“That ain’t enough to kill my daddy,” Faith told
the group. “He’s tough as nails.”

“Faith is going home tomorrow!” Shelly
screamed so loudly that it alerted additional
staff to help out during an emergency — two
janitors who had been trained in the physical
restraint of kids.

“I’ve got a case of sample medication that I’ll
give you to take home,” the therapist leaned
toward and whispered to Faith. He then tried to
close the topic by passing out a written exercise:
“Color My Feelings.” The children’s worksheets
turned red — all red, streaked beyond the black
borders of the picture outlines, and onto the
table top.

“Oh, my God!” the therapist reassessed the
situation and the janitors left. The group cried
for five more minutes.
Mrs. Jackson left the room and returned with
a roll of paper towels to wipe the table. Because
it was disruptive, she then gave Robin the option
to stop banging her head or to be put in the
isolation room. Robin stopped. All of the girls
looked to the therapist for direction. He blew his

The therapist’s right eye began to twitch. For
the first time since he’d taken the job a year
before, three minutes passed during which he
said nothing, absolutely nothing, verbally or
nonverbally.
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“There’s something wrong with Mr. Stan,”
Sandy shared her observation with the girl
sitting beside her, and before she noticed that
Faith had motioned everybody to hush up. This
girl imitated Faith by placing an index finger
over her lips too. Two more minutes passed
in total silence, a first occurrence for anybody
present in that group therapy session.

All the girls began to rub the red crayon marks
off of the table top with their paper towels, then
they dusted the rest of the table, put their paper
towels in the trash can, straightened up the
books on a shelf, picked up a few pieces of litter
on the floor, and pushed their seats neatly into
place.

“I’ll slip a bunch more pills into your suitcase
after this session,” the therapist whispered again
to Faith. “Good luck.”
Faith nodded agreement. The girls who had
overheard this promise smiled and let go of
each other’s hands, until the word got around
the table and the invincible circle evaporated.

The next morning, the administrator insisted
that Faith put on a long-sleeve shirt to cover the
fresh scars on her forearms. She was packed,
including the take-home drugs secretly put into
her plastic-trash-bag suitcase by her therapist.
It contained the most drugs that she’d ever
owned.
He’s the best therapist in the whole world.
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Bryn was four years older than her twelve
years, though looked as old as she did with his
freckled cheeks. Few could have guessed they
were brother and sister—he had hazelnut hair
and eyes, whereas she was fair, eyes blue. Quite
exactly how remained a mystery—both Ma and
Pa had brown.
A pang stabbed at her stomach. She clutched
at it with both hands, willing the pain to pass.
The last thing she had eaten was a lump of
The Pigeon Catchers - Richie Billing
crusty bread two days prior. With Ma sick and
getting worse they had to save what meagreness
they made from catching pigeons for medicine,
medicine they now desperately needed. She
would never admit it to Bryn, but things felt
cripplingly difficult with Pa gone; he scolded
Malia placed a hand on her mother’s forehead. her whenever she mentioned it. The thought of
losing Ma too tore her heart apart. Their Aunt
Like a smithy’s furnace a temperature raged.
Mertha had died of the Sickness only a few
“How is she?” her older brother Bryn asked,
months before, and then Pa had vanished. She
entering the bedroom.
could remember times when he disappeared for
“Worse than last night.” Malia said. Tears
threatened to break loose. “We need the healer’s a day or so, but he always returned. This time
felt different, though.
medicine.”
Rats squeaked and fled as Bryn turned down
Bryn sighed. “How much do we have?”
an
alley cluttered with refuse and debris. He
“Five coppers.”
made
his way to the frame of a bed, behind
“How much does it cost, twenty?” Malia
which
a rectangular sheet of wood rested against
nodded. Frowning, Bryn looked down, silent a
the
wall.
He heaved it aside, scraping stone.
while. He began nodding to himself. “I’ve got an
“Hurry,
before we’re spotted.” Realisation
idea, but it’s risky.”
shocked
the
breath from Malia’s lungs. She
“For Ma.” She’d do anything at this point.
stepped
away
from the building. Tomson and his
“For Ma,” he echoed.
pigeon
catching
crew controlled this apartment
The streets of Low Town bustled like a hive
block.
as the sun rose above the looming apartment
“What’s up?” Bryn asked.
blocks. Horses dragged farmhand-laden wagons
“We shouldn’t be here.”
out to the fields surrounding the city. Fishermen
“It’ll be fine. Tomson and his boys are lazy.
in their leather boots and oiled coats trudged
They’ll
still be kipping.”
downhill to the docks, bracing themselves
“But
Tomson’s crazy! He chopped one person
for another day on the Great River. Another
who
went
on his patch into chunks to feed to his
stream of miserable footsteps headed toward
pigeons!”
Bryn
smiled.
the factories and chimneys of the Industrial
“Don’t
be
silly,
Mal. That’s just a rumour.
Quarter, where already black smoke stained the
You’ve
seen
Tomson.
He couldn’t catch anyone.
azure sky.
I
doubt
that
fat
bastard’s
ever ran in his life.”
“Where are we going?” Malia asked as they
Bryn
ducked
inside.
Malia
chewed the inside
weaved between legs.
of
her
mouth,
looked
up
and
down the alley. A
“You’ll see.”
breeze
shuffled
some
rubbish
on the floor. She
The throng of people thinned as they moved
followed.
into a neglected part of town named Tewbruke.
Malia found herself in the living room of an
Apartment blocks scraped the sky, bathing the
abandoned
apartment. A solitary chair lay on
slender streets in shadow. Malia glimpsed faces
its
back
in
the
centre of the room. Mortar and
amid shattered windows and splintered doors.
pottery
littered
the ground. Cobwebs hung from
She did not understand why people chose to live
the
cracked
and
mouldy ceiling, and an odious
here. A leaky roof was better than none at all,
smell
of
rot
offended
her nose. Bryn crept to the
she guessed. A shutter banged behind and she
door,
peered
beyond.
leapt to Bryn’s side, peering over her shoulder
“It’s clear.” He whispered, turning to her.
every few steps.
“Tomson will be on the floor below the top. They

The Pigeon
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set traps and empty them every few hours. We’ll
do the job for them before they wake up.” Malia
frowned.
“How do you know this?”
“Pa. We always said we were gonna’ rob them
one day.”
Shards of light broke through boarded
windows as they crept by a dozen empty
apartments. At the end of the corridor they
found a stairwell. Bryn peered up, checking for
signs of life. After a tense period of silence, he
nodded.
Malia felt the throb of her heart in her ears.
Knots constricted her stomach with each
passing storey. She was beginning to feel lightheaded from holding her breath, or was it the
hunger? A hot and itchy sensation flushed
through her body, and she had to stop herself
from falling. Deep breaths helped it to pass,
and Bryn’s meticulousness gave her some
reassurance. With nimble feet he checked for
creaks, ascending the stairs without making as
much as a scuff.
The stairwell began to brighten and Malia
looked up to see grey cloud. An open door came
into view as they reached the penultimate level.
From it drifted snores. Bryn held a finger over
his lips. They tip-toed by, wincing with each
step, and up the last flight of stairs, finding a
closed door at the top. Malia could hear cooing
beyond.
“Stand against that wall. There’ll be a trap,”
Bryn said. He inched open the door and peered
inside. Spotting something at the bottom he
crouched down for a closer look. Then he took
out his pocket knife and sliced at it through the
gap. Malia heard a click, then a moment later,
a crossbow bolt smashed into the door at head
height, showering Bryn with splinters. They
held their breath, eyes threatening to leap from
sockets. The rasp of a snore echoed below. Bryn
smiled. They were in.
A decrepit corridor lay before them. Plaster
had fallen from walls, pigeon dung carepted the
ground. A few rafters remained of the ceiling, of
the roof the odd slate. Open to the elements the
temperature was cool, and goosebumps soon
flared on Malia’s arms. A dozen doorways either
side led to apartments.
“It smells like the Fish Market,” Malia said,
pulling the collar of her dress over her nose.
Bryn scowled at her; a sign to be quiet. The
clucking and cawing of pigeons grew louder as
they approached the first apartment. A mix of
nervousness and excitement churned in Malia’s
stomach. They were so close to succeeding, yet it

could all end in a heartbeat if Tomson woke up.
Part of her wanted to turn and run, but the need
to save Ma overpowered such folly.
A flock of pigeons covered every inch of
the room, and instantly all turned to look at
them. Eyes grew wide, necks stretched. Then
in a flash, wings poured through the roof,
whipping up a storm of feathers and dust. An
unremarkable room remained. By the window
two pigeons struggled to fly away, their ankles
caught in traps, freedom agonizingly close.
“Two greys,” Bryn said. He caught them by
their legs and snapped their necks. “Let’s see
what the others have.”
They found another two pigeons trapped in the
next room. This is so easy, Malia thought. She
couldn’t remember the last time they caught five
pigeons in a day.
“Why don’t you check the rooms on the other
side, Mal,” Bryn said.
Wings darkened the sky as she entered the
first room. The pigeons were wary of humans,
and had every right to be, Malia thought. One
trapped pigeon remained. As her father had
taught her, she grabbed it below the beak and
twisted until it cracked. It was a sound that once
troubled her, though now she felt indifferent
toward.
“How many you got?” Bryn asked once they
had cleared the rooms.
“Six. You?”
“Eight.” He huffed. “It ain’t enough. We’d only
get a copper for most of these. We’ll have to see
what we can catch on the street. Here, let me
fasten the legs for you, be easier to carry. Go
check those last few rooms round that corner.”
Few pigeons roosted in the first room she
came to, but as she scanned about for traps
something caught her eye. Atop an old kitchen
cupboard perched a pigeon the size of a chicken,
if not bigger. Its bulging neck of shimmering
green glimmered like emeralds amongst feathers
almost silver in colour. It had a tail unlike
anything she had seen before—fluffy white
feathers sticking up like a fan—which it preened
with a long, yellow beak. It was a beauty; a
behemoth.
She had to tell Bryn. Taking noiseless
backward steps she went to the door.
“Bryn,” she said in a hushed voice.
“What?”
“Come look at this… ”
Bryn’s face exploded with glee when he spotted
the bird. “Woah! I ain’t never seen one that big!
We’d get a fortune for it.”
“How can we catch it?”
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“Lasso? My string ain’t long enough, though.”
“Neither’s mine,” she said, examining her
hempen string with its noosed end. It was the
best tool they could afford, requiring a great
deal of skill and twice the patience. It was safe
to say the success rate wasn’t great. She looked
around. A beam stuck out above her head,
ending close to the cabinet upon which the
monstrous pigeon sat. “I could climb on that?”
“Doesn’t look safe to me.”
“I’m light. Give me a boost.” Bryn pursed his
lips. “We have to try!”
The beam groaned as she sat upon it.
“Take it slow, Mal.” She did, inching forwards
on hands and knees, lasso between her teeth.
Pigeon dung covered the surface; she pretended
it was something else. More than once a splinter
became embedded in her hands. Half way along,
the beam creaked. She froze. So did the pigeon.
It glared at her with orange eyes, head never
still. Please don’t fly away. It crouched as if it
take off. But then seemed to relax and went
on preening. She inched forwards into range,
took her lasso and began to swing. She had one
chance. For ma.
Time seemed to slow. The pigeon unfurled its
wings and darted toward the nearest hole, but
not before the noose went over its head. The
bird yanked her forwards and she clung on with
all she had. It grew frantic, flapping with fury.
Crack.
Malia tumbled, the string released from her
grasp. For a moment everything was quiet, then
came a deafening crash. She landed on her right
shoulder, and pain exploded.
“Mal! You okay?!”
“I lost it,” she said, looking up at the hole
through which the pigeon had fled. Tears filled
her eyes, but she clenched her jaw and refused
to whimper.
“Forget it,” Bryn said, helping her up. “The
whole of Low Town knows we’re here now. We’ve
gotta leave!” They grabbed their pigeons, Malia
grimacing as Bryn helped her pick them up, and
headed for the door.
“Someone’s up there,” said a voice from the
other side. The pounding in her chest returned.
“The trap’s been set off!”
“This way!” Bryn said, spinning on his heels.
The door was almost knocked off its hinges.
“There!” a harsh voice bellowed. Tomson.
“Run, Mal!” Bryn shouted, turning a corner.
He kicked open a closed door, revealing another,
more dilapidated stairway. They started down,
jumping over gaps. Malia looked up as Tomson
and two of his men burst through the doorway.

“They’re headin’ down the back. We’ll cut ‘em
off, you chase ‘em,” Tomson said. He turned
back with one of his cronies, leaving a brawny
man wielding a dagger to give chase.
The carcasses slapped Malia’s back with each
step, threatening to bowl her over. Her legs
burned, but she willed them to move faster. Her
shoulder throbbed, but she dismissed the pain.
They dashed, skipped and hopped until they
reached a section with no stairs left at all, the
gap some six feet wide.
“We’re gonna’ have to jump,” Bryn said over
the thunder of footsteps above. He took a run
and landed in a crouch on the other side.
Malia looked down, then up. She knew she
had no choice. Taking a deep breath, she ran
as fast as she could and leapt, feeling like a
pigeon with feathers rippling around her neck
and shoulders. The balls of her feet touched
the other side, but her heels slipped into
nothingness. She tipped backwards, stomach
lurching, until something grabbed her dress and
hauled her up. Bryn.
Tomson’s lackey appeared on the other side.
“Got ye’ now ye’ thieving rats!” On they
charged down the stairs as he jumped. He
floated like a cannonball, crashing straight
through the rickety landing, hurtling into the
next, through that, before landing on the bottom
floor. They passed his mangled corpse, coughing
from the dust it had stirred, and Bryn heaved
open a barricaded door. Daylight. Freedom. A
smile came to Malia’s lips.
“There they are!” Her smile vanished. Malia
spun to find Tomson and his man sprinting
toward them, and gaining fast.
“Take the piges’ and get the medicine. I’ll lead
them away,” Bryn said. Fear stole her words.
Her knees buckled from the added weight.
“Go!” Bryn shouted, pushing her forwards.
She willed her legs to move. Before she turned
a corner she glanced back. Bryn was goading
Tomson with a middle finger, and as they
neared, he ducked down an alley. To her relief
they chased him.
The cook’s eyes widened to the size of the
frying pan in his hand as Malia burst into
his kitchen. She collapsed at his feet, buried
beneath carcasses. He didn’t question where
she’d gotten them from; if stolen, the evidence
would soon be devoured.
“Ten coppers for the lot,” he offered.
“Look at the size of them! They’re easy worth
one each.” The cook sniffed and cleared his
throat. He knew the strength of his position.
“Twelve. Last offer.”
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Malia raced to the Market District with
daylight dwindling. Three coppers short. She
had to get this medicine. Most stalls had packed
up by the time she arrived. To her relief she
found the healer gathering his things at his
usual spot outside an an old weaponsmiths,
something Malia always found amusing, though
not today.
“Please,” she said between laboured breaths.
“My ma. She’s really sick. She needs your
medicine. I’ve only got seventeen coppers.” A
wave of dizzy weakness hit her, and she had
to steady herself against the wall. The healer
looked at her first with furrowed brows, but
seeing her tangled hair, face and clothes covered
in dung, his features softened into a smile.
“That’ll do, little one.” From inside his tattered
crimson cloak he produced a jar of seaweedcoloured liquid. “Give her half the bottle now,
then a swig three times a day.”
Malia clutched that jar so tightly she almost
crushed it as she sprinted home. She burst into
their apartment, into the bedroom, and froze.
Beside Ma’s bed sat Pa. Though, was it him?
He looked as pallid as Ma, head shaven, bruises
around his eyes, lips cracked. But then he
smiled, and she knew from his dimples it was
him. With tears streaming down her cheeks she
rushed into his embrace.
“Where’ve you been?!” He held her tightly,
stroked her head as he used to.
“I’m so, so sorry, Mal,” he said, voice breaking.
“I got arrested, but everything’s going to be fine
now.”
“We got her medicine, Pa.” Malia wiped her
nose with the back of her hand and went to Ma.
She parted her broken lips, poured down half
the bottle. Ma coughed and spluttered, but kept
it down and returned to fevered sleep.
“Where’d you get that from?!” Pa asked.
“The healer.”
“Healer? How? Did you nick it?”
“We bought it!”
“Bought it? With what money?”
“Me and Bryn snuck into Tomson’s block and
nicked a load of piges’.”
“Tomson?! Where is Bryn? Bryn!” he called,
standing up, his stool hitting the floor.
“Tomson chased after him.” A horrified
expression crossed his face.
“What?! Where’d you see him last?” He hurried
into the living room. Malia felt afraid to answer.
“By Tomson’s block,” her voice a murmur.
“No …” He pulled open the front door and
stopped dead in his tracks. Before them stood
Bryn, dirt smudged on his cheeks, eyes heavy

with tiredness. He looked up at Pa, expression
one of disbelief. Tears rushed to his eyes and he
buried his head into Pa’s chest, holding him like
he never wanted to let go. Pa broke down into
tears of his own.
“I’ve missed you both so much,” he said,
pulling Malia close. Together they sobbed,
enjoying a rare moment of familial togetherness.
And with their tears there came a release, of
the fear, the worries, the perpetual problems,
everything that had been bottled up for too long.
“Look what me and Mal caught, Pa,” Bryn
said. From behind his back he pulled out the
behemoth.
“Where in Tervia did you catch this?!” Pa took
it from Bryn, holding it before his eyes with
reverence. “How ‘bout I go buy us a feast for
tonight? All our favourites—pies, cheese, spuds,
and maybe even some chocolate.” Malia smiled
from ear to ear.
“Yes!” she and Bryn cheered. Food. At last.
After everything that had happened she had
almost forgotten her hunger. Her mouth watered
as images rushed through her mind. It felt good
to be a child again.
Pa left without saying goodbye, but in their
excitement they failed to notice. He did not
return.
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The Wolf
Men
The Wolf Men - Fred Stesney

Fred Stesney
New York City, November 3rd, 1947.
It was a little past 10pm as Alexander
Reed, Division Chair and Curator, Division of
Anthropology watched the workmen install
his newest fossil into its display case. It was
a spectacular specimen, just the thing to tear
people away from the dinosaur exhibits that,
as far as Reed was concerned, received far too
much attention from the public.
The work was slow and deliberate. Reed could
hardly contain himself as he imagined the
unveiling. He decided to take a walk outside the
museum to burn off some nervous energy.
On his way out, he paused to admire the
77th Street foyer, made magical by the glow of
moonlight. That’s when he heard the workmen’s
screams, echoing down the marble corridors. A
wave of terror swept over him. “Those idiots!” he
said to himself, “They better not have broken it!”
Reed sprinted back towards the gallery.
What he saw in the exhibit hall froze him in
his tracks. It was a wolf skeleton.
A wolf skeleton in the American Museum of
Natural History was nothing unusual, but this
wolf skeleton had, only moments before, been
that of a 80,000 year-old man.
“It changed!” cried the workmen, “We saw it!”
***
Early the next morning, Reed paced the oakpaneled office of the museum’s President, Elliot
P. Van der Floot. Outside was a panoramic view
of Central Park, but Reed didn’t notice. “Who
could be behind such a prank?” pondered Reed,
more to himself than to president Van der Floot
who sat behind his desk.
Van der Floot leaned back in his large leather
chair, and stroked his beard. “And you were
supervising the entire installation?”
“Yes!” sputtered Reed. “I had only stepped out
for a moment before I heard the screams.” He
took a few more paces. “It’s all so outlandish.”
He stopped and thrust a finger into the air.
“Someone is trying to tarnish my reputation!”

Damon Archer poked his head into the office.
As usual, Archer had a grin pasted on his face.
That smirk irritated Reed to no end. Archer was
also prone to wearing khakis, even in the office.
Reed felt that wearing field dress at the museum
was as unprofessional as it was affected.
“Hey there, Reed!” said Archer. “Been looking
all over for you. How about you give me a peek
at that wolf skeleton of yours?”
“No!” said Reed and Van der Floot in unison.
“Why not?” asked Archer, bouncing into the
office. “I’m a paleozoologist. It’s my job.”
“That skeleton is evidence in a criminal
investigation!” declared Reed.
“Hold on there, Reed,” cautioned Van der
Floot. “I don’t want to go to the police with this.
At least not yet.”
Reed looked aghast. “But… ”
Van der Floot shook his head. “We don’t need
that kind of publicity. Let’s try to sort this out
ourselves.”
“Then let me take a look at it,” said Archer.
“Then I can tell you what sort of canine you have
on your hands.”
***
Reed, Archer and Van der Floot arrived outside
the exhibit hall and Van der Floot nodded to the
guard to unlock the door. That’s when Reed got
his second shock.
The hominid skeleton was right where it
should be.
Archer chuckled. “Well, case closed!”
Van der Floot shot Reed a look of
consternation.
“It was a wolf!” protested Reed. He gestured to
Van der Floot. “We both saw it not more than a
few hours ago.”
Van der Floot nodded in agreement then
doubled back to the guard. “And no one came in
or out of here all night?” he asked the guard.
“No, sir.”
Van der Floot pondered the display. “There
has to be a logical explanation. Still,” he said, “I
think we should delay the unveiling for another
month. Just to be sure there’s no monkey
business afoot.”
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“But I’ve already notified the press,” protested
Reed.
Van der Floot narrowed his eyes. “We need
to be 100% sure that there will be no more…
irregularities before we invite the press to see
this.”
When the museum opened later that morning,
a thick blanket covered the display case.
***
A month passed without incident and Van
der Floot gave the go-ahead for an unveiling
ceremony. It was an evening affair to which
museum staff was invited, along with the press
and prominent donors.
Reedstood in the corner, holding a glass of
champagne he had barely sipped from. He
looked at his watch. It was eight-twenty five.
“Quite a turnout!” said Archer, loud enough to
startle Reed.
Reed surveyed the gallery. There weren’t as
many people there as he would have liked, but
he wasn’t about to admit that to Archer. “Yes,
it is,” he enthused. “The National Geographic
is here, and Scientific American is considering
making this a cover story.”
“That’s great!” said Archer in that way he had
of saying things that Reed was never sure if he
was being sincere.
“Now, if you you’ll excuse me,” said Reed, “I
think I’ve kept them waiting long enough.”
Reed strode to the display case. The blankets
covering the display cased had been replaced
with a red velvet drape.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” boomed Reed. The
room quieted. “Thank you all for coming here
on this historic evening. As you all know, since
the theory of evolution became widely accepted,
archeologists and anthropologists have been
struggling to trace the human race back to its
origins. It is a formidable struggle because the
fossil evidence is thin: a bit of a skull here,
a fragment of a jawbone there. So what I am
about to show you is a major step forward for
anthropologists the world over. Under this
drapery is the most complete hominid skeleton
yet discovered!” He reached for the drapery. “The
newest edition to the museum’s already worldclass collection, I present to you Reed’s Man!”
And with that, he pulled the drapery away.
“Is that a wolf?” asked someone in back.
Reed turned to the display, speechless.
“In my professional opinion,” said Archer as
he approached the display, “That is a wolf.” He
leaned in a little closer. “A dire wolf to be more
exact.”
A murmur went through the crowd, then a
wave of giggles.
Van der Floot turned white. Reed turned red,
jabbing an accusing finger at Archer. “You!” he
snarled. “You’re behind this!”

Archer took
a step back.
“Me?”
“Yes!” raged
Reed. “This
is all a plot to
embarrass me!”
Archer smiled.
“Looks like you’re
doing a good job
of that without my
help.”
The crowd laughed
and Reed went from red to
purple. He kicked over a chair
and
stalked to the exit. When a reporter tried to take
his picture, he shoved him into a wall.
Van der Floot held up his hands. “Ladies and
gentlemen,” he shouted over the murmuring
crowd. “As the president and director of the
American Museum, I would like to apologize for
the incidents this evening. Apparently there has
been some sort of mix up with the exhibit and
I assure you that the museum will have this
straightened out shortly.”
***
The next day, Archer stopped by Van der
Floot’s office. He knocked, even though the door
was open.
“What is it?” moaned Van der Floot, his head
in his hands.
“Say, Eliot, I’ve got a theory about this whole
fossil SNAFU,” said Archer, stepping inside.
“Not interested,” said Van der Floot.
“Aw, c’mon!” exclaimed Archer, “Don’t you
want to get to the bottom of this?”
“No!” blurted Van der Floot. “I want this to
be over! Have you read the papers today?” He
pointed to the editions laid out on his desk and
Archer read the headlines:
FIGHT AT THE MUSEUM
MUSEUM MIXUP CAUSES PLEISTO-SCENE
PALEOZOIC ERROR
Van der Floot continued. “This is a huge
embarrassment to the museum. I have a lunch
scheduled with Mayor O’Dwyer today and I don’t
know what story I’m going to tell him that won’t
make us look like a bunch of amateurs!”
“Right,” said Archer. “Let me see this through
and you won’t have to make up a story. Once we
get the facts… I tell you, this could be big.”
“Absolutely not!” yelled Van der Floot, hitting
his desk with his fist. “That fossil comes down
today. It’s going into the archives until the whole
world forgets any of this ever happened.”
“Just let me… ” started Archer.
“No! No! No!” yelled Van der Floot. “Now get
out of my office!”
***
Archer sauntered into the museum’s
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accounting office with a cup of hot coffee.
“Morning, Dorothy!” he said, extending the
cup to the head of accounting. “I brought you
something.”
“Cream, no sugar?” she asked, taking the cup.
“Just the way you like it,” smiled Archer.
Dorothy leaned in. “Were you there last night?
I heard it was quite the brouhaha.”
Archer whistled. “You’re telling me. I thought
Reed was going to blow a gasket.”
“What happened anyway?”
Archer shrugged. “I don’t know. I thought
maybe you could help me figure it out. Where
did the museum find that skeleton anyway?”
“I don’t know off the top of my head, but
I’m pretty sure the museum bought it from a
private collector. I must have a record of the sale
around here somewhere.”
“Could you look into that for me?” asked
Archer.
Dorothy got up and opened a file cabinet
drawer. “That would have been last fall,” she
said to herself as she removed a thick folder
and dropped it onto the desk. “It’s probably in
here.” She flipped through the paperwork and
stopped at an invoice. “Right, this is it. It looks
like it came from a Heinrich Schieler. There’s an
address too.”
Archer grabbed a pen and paper. “Read it to
me.”
“Sure. 87 Rue de Mont Blanc, Geneva,
Switzerland.”
***
Reed caught up with Van der Floot as he made
his way down the front stairs of the museum
towards Central Park West. “Eliot!” he called.
Van der Floot turned. When he saw Reed, he
braced himself.
“I have a new theory about who’s behind this
werewolf hoax!” announced Reed.
Van der Floot gave him an urgent look. “Not
so loud.” Then he looked to either side to see if
anyone had heard.
Reed started again, this time sotto voce. “I
have a new theory about who’s behind this…”
He considered his choice of words. “This
business.”
Van der Floot exhaled. “Now you sound like
Archer.”
“Archer?” asked Reed.
“Yes,” said Van der Floot. “He was up in my
office earlier today. Said he wanted to investigate
the matter and I told him in no uncertain terms
not to.”
Reed leaned toward Van der Floot. “Sir, I’m
afraid the museum is under threat by outside
instigators.”
Van der Floot’s brow wrinkled. “I thought you
said Archer was behind this.”
“He may be part of it,” said Reed.

Van der Floot
waved his hand.
“I’m going to
tell you what
I told Archer.
Drop this
line of inquiry
immediately.”
Van der Floot
hailed a cab. “Now
if you’ll excuse me,
I have to convince
the Healey Foundation
to give us a ten-thousand
dollar grant before they read today’s papers.”
***
Reed walked through Central Park, eyes to
the ground. His overcoat’s collar was turned up
and his hat was pulled down over his face. He
stopped on a bridge overlooking The Lake and
waited.
“Reed?” called a voice.
Reed turned to see Agent Dick Darger, FBI
walking towards him. Reed nodded.
“Why are we meeting out here?” asked Agent
Darger. “It must be thirty degrees out.”
“We need to be away from prying ears,” said
Reed.
“Okay,” said Agent Darger, humoring Reed.
“What do you have for me that you couldn’t say
over the phone?”
Reed’s gazed out over the lake, trying not
to make it look like he was talking to Darger.
“You read the story in the papers? About what
happened at the museum?”
“You mean that whole skeleton mix-up?” said
Darger.
Reed nodded. “But it wasn’t a mix-up. It was
deliberate.”
“Someone switched the skeletons?” asked
Darger. “Why?”
“At first, I thought it was just to embarrass
me,” said Reed, “But now I think it’s larger than
that. Their plot is to undermine the reputation of
the entire museum.”
“Whose plot?” said Darger.
“The communists,” said Reed. “Maybe the
Russians, maybe their sympathizers.”
“Do you have any evidence?” asked Darger.
“No,” said Reed. “It’s just a hunch. But isn’t
gathering evidence your job?”
Darger looked at the sky. Or was he rolling
his eyes. “I’ll tell you what,” he said. “You keep
your ear to the ground and, if you find any
communist operatives hiding in the bushes, you
tell me.”
***
Archer stood in front of 87 Rue de Mont Blanc,
an enormous residence behind an iron gate. He
rang the bell and a man emerged. From the way
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he was dressed, Archer took him for a butler.
“Gruss Gott,” said the butler.
“I’d like to speak to Herr Shieler,” said Archer.
The butler gave Archer a look, like he was
offended to have to speak English.
“Do you have an appointment?” asked the
butler.
“No, but tell him it’s Damon Archer from the
American Museum of Natural History. I need
to talk to him about a fossil that came from his
collection.”
The butler narrowed his eyes in suspicion.
“Very well. Wait here.”
The butler disappeared into the house, leaving
Archer to take in the street. Snow was starting
to fall. It was so quiet, it was eerie.
The butler returned and opened the gate.
“Please, enter.”
Archer followed the butler through the front
door. The inside of the place was larger than it
looked from the street. It was crammed with all
sorts of art and antiquities, like someone had
stuffed the American Museum of Natural History
and the Metropolitan Museum of Art inside the
Frick.
The butler ushered Archer up a spiral
staircase into Heinrich Schieler’s office.
“That will be all, Gustav,” said Schieler, and
the butler disappeared. Schieler gestured to a
chair. “Sit down, Mr. Archer. Tell me, what can I
do for you today?”
Archer had a seat. “I’m here about a fossil you
sold the museum, a hominid skeleton.”
Schieler smiled. “Oh, yes, I remember.”
“Thought you would,” said Archer. “It’s quite a
specimen.”
Schieler waved his hands. “Indeed. It
is a complete fossilized skeleton from the
Pleistocene.”
“Is there anything else unusual about the
fossil that you should have mentioned?” pressed
Archer.
“I’m afraid you’ll have to be more specific,”
said Schieler.
“This skeleton turns into that of a wolf on the
night of the full moon, Herr Schieler.”
Schiler laughed. “It does?! Then I didn’t charge
you nearly enough money.”When Archer didn’t
laugh, Schieler continued. “I am personally
unaware of any – shall we say – supernatural
properties of the skeleton.”
“Is there someone else I can talk to? Who dug
this thing up, anyway?”
Herr Schieler shook his head. “That I do not
know. When the specimen was brought to me, I
was told nothing of its origins.”
Archer fixed him with a skeptical look.
Herr Schieler shrugged. “It arrived in 1944,
when the Reich was about to lose Romania. A
Transylvanian nobleman needed a safe place

for his family
heirlooms, to
keep them out
of Russian
hands.”
Archer
looked around
the room. “Is
that where
all this stuff
came from?”
“This ‘stuff’
came from
a variety of
places. Many
people needed a refuge for their valuables during
the war. Of course, the war being what it was, a
large number of those people never returned to
claim their assets.”
“Like the Transylvanian nobleman?”
Herr Schieler shook his head, feigning
sadness. “Probably sent to a Soviet gulag, if he
survived at all.”
“His loss, your gain, right?”
“It is the world’s gain for such a remarkable
artifact to be on display at the museum,rather
than hidden behind the iron curtain, no?”
***
It was late January when Archer returned to
the museum, going directly to the vault for gems
and minerals.
Barney Storch, head of the department, was at
his desk, examining a hunk of quartz.
“Hey, Barney!” boomed Archer. “Long time no
see!”
“I’ll say,” said Barney. “Where have you been,
Damon? Out on a dig?”
Archer nodded. “I’ve been digging, all right.
Say, I’m working on a little experiment and I
need some silver. Pure silver. Do you have a little
you can spare?”
“Depends,” said Barney. “How much is a
little?”
Archer held up his pinky. “About this much.”
Barney smiled. “Sure thing. Just don’t spend
it all in one place! Just kidding!” He pointed to a
pen and clipboard hanging on the wall. “But you
have to sign it out.”
***
That night, Archer visited the museum
archives. The day shift was gone, and a lone
clerk was manning the front desk.
“I have to look at something in the vaults,”
announced Archer.
The night clerk nodded and Archer went in.
It didn’t take long for him to find the enormous
crate with Reed’s fossil. Archer was starting to
pry it open when he heard the clerk behind him.
“Hey!” said the clerk, sounding nervous.
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“Nobody is supposed to touch that!”
Archer didn’t stop. “Yeah, so I heard.”
The clerk’s voice rose. “I’m serious! That’s an
order from president Van der Floot himself!”
Archer continued pulling on the side of the
crate until the front came off. “Bingo!” declared
Archer when he saw the wolf skeleton.
“I’m calling president Van der Floot right now!”
warned the clerk as he hurried back to his desk.
“You do that,” said Archer. “He ought to see
this.”
Van der Floot and Reedburst in a few minutes
later, accompanied by a museum security
guard. Archer had already opened the front of
the display case.
“Stop right there!” yelled Reed.
“Alex! Eliot! Good of you to stop by. I think I
have this mystery cracked.”
Van der Flootlooked at the guard and pointed
to Archer. “Arrest this man!”
The guard hesitated. “Sir, I’m not a cop.”
“Gentlemen,” began Archer. “Did any of you
see the movie ‘The Wolf Man’?”
Reed snorted.
“Yeah, I did,” piped the guard. “Scared the
daylights out of my girl.”
“And, in the movie,” continued Archer, “when
did Lawrence Talbot become the wolf man?”
“On the night of the full moon,” said the
guard, looking proud of his knowledge of
werewolf lore.
“Right,” declared Archer. “And tonight is the
full moon. It was also a full moon the night of
the unveiling, and the night that the workmen
first saw the skeleton turn into a wolf.”
“This is preposterous!” said Van der Floot.
“Maybe,” said Archer. “But we’re men of
science. We need proof. Let’s put my werewolf
theory to the test.” Archer took the silver nugget
out of his pocket. “According to the legends, only
pure silver will stop a werewolf.” He held the
nugget up for Reed and Van der Floot to see.
Reed scowled. “I’m not falling for any of your
tricks, Archer! I know what you’re up to! And
I know why you left the country! To meet with
your superiors in the Kremlin!”
Van der Floot stared at Reed. “Now you’ve
both gone crazy.
“Oh I’m not crazy,” said Archer. “And I’m
not a Red.” He took a small rubber band from
his pocket and used it to secure the silver on
the inside of the wolf’s ribcage. “Let’s see if my
theory is correct.”
Archer stood back and the skeleton began to
morph before their very eyes, shifting, stretching
and compacting, until it was that of a primitive
man again.
The guard let out a long, low whistle.
“I still say it’s a trick!” said Reed.
“It’s not a trick,” said Archer. He waved to the
skeleton. “Go ahead. Take the silver out. See if it

turns back.”
Reed took a step forward but was blocked by
Van der Floot. “You will do no such thing,” he
said. “We’re going to close this crate and forget
any of this ever happened!”
“But this is the discovery of the century!”
countered Archer.
“Maybe for P.T. Barnum,” said Van der Floot,“
but anything having to do with a werewolf
is totally unbefitting an institution with our
reputation. This whole fiasco has already cost
me enough in lost donor contributions and grant
money.”
Van der Floot turned to the guard and lowered
his voice to a level of menace. “Anyone who says
anything about this to anyone is fired.” Then he
looked at Reed and Archer. “Do you understand
me?!”
***
Archer had just left Van der Floot’s office the
following morning when he ran into Reed. “Looks
like I’m shipping out,” said Archer. “Van der
Floot’s banished me to the Irish coast.”
Reed smirked. “I hear it’s lovely this time of
year.”
“Hey, I’m not kicking,” said Archer. “After
being cooped up during the war, I’m happy to
get back into the field.”
“Bring me back an Ichthyosaur,” said Reed.
***
Ireland, May 16th, 1948
“Professor Archer!”
Archer turned toward the fossil pit to see one
of his graduate students waving his arms.
As Archer got closer to the dig, he saw the
puzzled look on the grad student’s face. The
student pointed to the ground. “You have to see
this.”
Archer knelt down. It took him a few seconds to
realize what he was looking at: the skeleton of a
man, about two feet tall, but otherwise normally
proportioned. Next to him were the rusted
remains of an iron pot, and in the pot was a pile
of gold.
Archer’s eyes widened, “Wow! Wait until Van der
Floot sees this!”
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW
Author Interview - Richard Nell

Richard Nell
About the author:

coffee and a rather deep breath, but if I make my
word count, life is good.

Richard Nell concerned family and friends by
quitting his real job in 2014 to ‘write full-time.’
He is a Canadian author of fantasy, living in one
of the flattest, coldest places on earth with his
begrudging wife, who makes sure he eats.

FH: What was the first thing you wrote?
What was the first story/book that you had
published?
Beyond childish scribblings, the first thing
I really wrote was a short story about a man
who suddenly grew wings, sort of in the style of
Kafka’s Metamorphosis. Kings of Paradise is my
first published book.

FH: When did you first realize you wanted
to be a writer?
Pretty early on. I was always writing stories
as a kid, or embellishing reality (see: lying), just
to make reality a little more interesting. At some
point in my teens I knew it was either writer, or
criminal.

FH: Who were your early influences in
reading and/or writing?
My first love was Samuel Coleridge. My father
read the Rime of the Ancient Mariner to me as
a boy, and I was hooked. Even now I don’t like
poetry unless it rhymes. In terms of fantasy, the
influences are legion. These days I’d say Mark
Lawrence, Brent Weeks, and of course George
Martin deserve honorable mentions.

FH: How long have you been writing?
I started full time in 2014. In university
though I studied writing and literature and
dabbled in an amateurish way. But the real slog
started in 2014.
FH: How long does it take you to write a
book?
Too long. My first book was just as much
about improving my craft as it was about
writing. So to say it took two years is accurate,
but deceiving. That book is also epic fantasy and
600 pages, so that didn’t help. I would like to
finish the sequel in less than a year, and a few
smaller stories at the same time.

FH: What was one of the most surprising
things you learned while creating your
books?
Probably what an absolutely dreadful
employee I am. When one is self-employed,
one either does a thing, or the thing doesn’t
get done. I’d always thought of myself as a
reasonably disciplined and productive person,
but I quickly learned my limits. Every day is a
new battle.

FH: What is the most difficult part of your
artistic process?
The writing part. I’ve never quite understood
anyone who says it’s easy. One of us is doing it
wrong. For me it’s a slow, painful, terrible, but
necessary thing. Every day I start out with a

FH: Have you experienced writer’s block?
No, I don’t think so. I always have a dozen
stories just waiting for me to get to them. Ideas
aren’t my problem, it’s the hard, nit-picky work
of getting them fleshed out and polished.
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FH: Are you Traditionally or Self
Published?

FH: What is your favorite book and who is
your favorite author?

Self-published. I actually never even
attempted to be traditionally published. Possibly
this is because I’m an impatient control freak.
Possibly it’s because I knew a fresh, no-name
author like me would have to do all the work
anyway.

Shogun by James Clavell.
FH: What draws you to their work and how
have they influenced your writing?

FH: Do you get much moral support from
family and friends?
Most everyone I know has been very kind. I
suppose that would change if I started asking for
money, but so far so good. And as an ‘artistictype’ in the Canadian prairies, you become
a sort of strange, exotic creature at social
gatherings.

Ultimately I think it’s the intermingling of
two very different cultures. To truly step outside
one’s self is a rare talent, and to mix that with
great storytelling is incredible. The two main
characters in Kings of Paradise are from vastly
different cultures and walks of life, so I think it’s
fair to say Shogun has been very influential.
FH: If you were to write a book in a genre
totally out of your comfort zone, what would
that genre be?

FH: What is your ultimate goal as an
author?

Romance/Erotica. I’d love to make a female
pen name one day and see if I could pull it off.

To make a sustainable living writing fiction. If
I can do that, I’ll sit here and write for the rest of
my days, and everything else will work itself out.

FH: Do you have any new releases coming
up? What, and when?

FH: Do you want each of your books to
stand on their own, or are you trying to build
a body of work with connections between
each book?

I’m currently writing Flintlock fantasy (a sort
of mix of low-tech guns, swords, and magic.) The
first novella will be out in September 2017, titled
‘Rebellion of the Black Militia.’ You can even get
a free copy for signing up to my mailing list.

It sort of depends. I’m writing a trilogy now,
and I do love a good series, but I also believe
stories should end. Any series that runs on for
6, 7, or 15 books drives me a little nuts, and I
never finish them.
FH: What is your ideal book?
A book that knows very clearly where it’s
going, and in the meantime gives me love,
hate, darkness, and light. I want a gritty, sexy
plummet through an interesting world full of
exceptional characters who actually bloody
succeed at things, then find out it’s going to
take more, much more. And at the end, no
matter what, give me a little hope, or joy, or just
something positive. If I want depression I’ll read
at the news.

FH: What advice would you give to any
aspiring authors out there?
Stop thinking, and write. Write whatever you
have to, or whatever you can, but write. And
then finish what you write. Show it to people,
anyone at all. Start again.
Website: http://www.richardnell.com/
Kings of Paradise: https://www.amazon.
ca/Kings-Paradise-Ash-Sand-Book-ebook/dp/
B074PD12C3
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
richard.nell.16
Goodreads: https://www.goodreads.com/
author/show/17091491.Richard_Nell
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW
Author Interview - Robert Eggleton

Robert Eggleton
About the Author:
Robert Eggleton has served as a children’s
advocate in an impoverished state for over
forty years. Locally, he is best known for his
non-fiction about children’s programs and
issues, much of which was published by
the West Virginia Supreme Court where he
worked from1982 through 1997. Today, he
is a retired children’s psychotherapist from
the mental health center in Charleston, West
Virginia, where he specialized in helping
victims cope with and overcome maltreatment
and other mental health concerns. Rarity
from the Hollow is his debut novel. Its release
followed publication of three short Lacy Dawn
Adventures in magazines. Author proceeds
support the prevention of child maltreatment.
http://www.childhswv.org/
FH: When did you first realize you wanted
to be a writer?
I grew up in an impoverished family in West
Virginia. There was no money for entertainment
or toys, and we didn’t have a television or
telephone until I was a teen. As the oldest of
four children, I began writing short stories when
I was seven or eight to entertain myself and
family members, to help us escape from a harsh
reality through fiction, although I didn’t fully
understand the dynamics at the time. Making
up fantastic stories, the wilder the better, was
fun.
Many of my early stories were written by
reusing paper grocery bags. I began to share
them with others in the neighborhood — peers,
store clerks, gas station attendants… The
positive reinforcement that I received from these
people, the ego boost, plus the lined notebook
paper that I was given by my peers for new
stories, fueled my interest in writing. In the
eighth grade, I won our school’s short story
writing competition and I began to dream of
becoming a rich and famous author.

FH: How long have you been writing?
I’m almost sixty-seven, and I haven’t stopped
writing since childhood, so I’ve been writing
for almost sixty years. I can’t imagine my life
without writing. During the late ‘60s and early
‘70s, I switched from writing short stores to
poetry and short articles about civil rights and
teen issues that were published in local zines
and handouts for anti-war demonstrations. In
1971, one of my poems was published in our
state’s student poetry college anthology. After
college, during and after graduate school, I
focused on non-fiction in my field, child welfare.
Professionally, I’ve been a children’s advocate
in several positions for over forty years. Half of
author proceeds from Rarity from the Hollow are
donated to the prevention of child maltreatment.
During my career, dozens of my works have been
published, and a few have received national
recognition. I wrote: social service models for
helping kids, drafted legislation for attorneys to
sort out, investigative reports about children’s
programs, policy and training manuals,
statistical reports and research…
In 2002, I accepted a position as a therapist
for our local mental health centre and began
writing fiction again. Three short stories have
been published in magazines. Rarity from the
Hollow is my debut novel.
FH: How long does it take you to write a
book?
I’m prolific in writing. Rarity from the Hollow
took about six months to finish. But it took a
few years before the editors and I (three different
with not necessarily the same input) finish.
And, of course, the length of time for a novel
that is not presented as a mainstream, cookie
cutter, presentation by a Big Five publisher with
thousands of dollars to spend on promotions, is
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the longest part about the process.
With respect to non-fiction, it took two years
of research to write Therapeutic Exercises for
Adolescents in Group Residential Facilities, but
it was published by a non-profit agency that I
worked for at the time (1981) and the editing
was quick, Donald Bubenzer, a local psychology
professor, so… The agency took ownership of the
book and sold it as a fundraiser, which was okay
with me.
FH: What is the most difficult part of your
artistic process?
As I just mentioned, the most difficult part
of the artistic process is crafting promotions
to prompt reader to engage with one’s novel.
There is very little point in writing if nobody
reads it. I have a few novels pending editing and
tons of others under my bed on paper awaiting
submission.
FH: What was the first thing you wrote?
What was the first story/book that you had
published?
Gosh, that’s very hard question. I do
remember and still reflect on “God Sent” — the
story that I mentioned before that won the
eighth-grade short story competition in my
junior high. It was about a semi truck driver so
consumed with theological debate that he failed
to concentrate on the road and caused a terrible
traffic accident. This seems to be a recurring
theme of our civilization.
FH: Who were your early influences in
reading and/or writing?
I grew up on Bible stories. With deepest
respect for Christianity, these stories facilitated
my appreciation of the fantastical. I loved
Mark Twain and his colloquial voice of realism,
especially during my childhood. Kurt Vonnegut
when I was a teen was a big influence on my
personal skills in processing anger and that
carried over into my writing. One of my favorite
book reviews of Rarity from the Hollow has
been a reference to him: “…As I was reading
it, I remembered when I first read Vonnegut’s
“Cat’s Cradle” at the age of 14. A veteran of
Swift, Heller, and Frederick Brown, I understood
absurdist humour in satire, but Vonnegut took

that understanding and turned it on its ear.
In the spirit of Vonnegut, Eggleton takes the
genre and gives it another quarter turn… ” http://
electricrev.net/2014/08/12/a-universe-on-the-edge/ I have
eclectic reading tastes and have probably been
influenced to some extent by everything that I’ve
ever read, but to attribute the often subliminal is
difficult.
FH: What was one of the most surprising
things you learned while creating your
books?
As I was writing Rarity from the Hollow, I was
surprised by how difficult that I found it to be
to cut out great scenes just because they didn’t
fit the plot or story line. I’d not experienced this
difficulty when writing short stories.
FH: Have you experienced writer’s block?
No, I don’t think that I’ve ever experienced
writer’s block. Sure, I’ve gotten so exhausted
that I couldn’t think straight, but that’s probably
a different phenomenon.
FH: Are you Traditionally or Self
Published?
Rarity from the Hollow was published by Dog
Horn Publishing, a traditional small press in the
UK, a long way from my home in West Virginia.
Most of this type of publishers has gone down
and I’m hopeful that I’ll have its assistance in
the future. I’m living on a low, fixed income and
I’m not technologically skilled enough and can’t
afford the expense of self-publishing, although it
appears that its costs have been going down.
FH: Do you get much moral support from
family and friends?
I’ve been married for over forty-five years. My
wife is very supportive of my writing, very helpful
in all aspects. Sadly, many of my friends have
already passed on but, in spirit, I feel supported.
More sadly, a few of my old friends regard my
ambition as a writer to be an impossible dream
with respect to making any money. They express
support, but such is the gut feeling that I have
when I interact with them, mostly on Facebook.
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FH: What is your ultimate goal as an
author?

FH: What is your favorite book and who is
your favorite author?

The mission of my project is to sensitize
readers to the huge social problem of child
maltreatment through a comical and satiric
social science fiction adventure. Half of author
proceeds are donated to a prevention program.
My first goal is practical — fund raising. My
next goal is lofty. I would love for my fiction to
outlive me. A couple of book reviews of Rarity
from the Hollow have reinforced this goal: (1) on
1-6-17, the first was review of the final edition
was published. The closing lines were: “…
Brilliant satires such as this are genius works of
literature in the same class as Orwell’s ‘Animal
Farm.’ I can picture American Lit professors
sometime in the distant future placing this
masterpiece on their reading list.” https://
marcha2014.wordpress.com/2017/01/06/5stars-for-rarity-from-the-hollowby-roberteggleton/; (2) and, “…It feels timeless, classic
and mature in way that would ensure its
longevity if more people knew about it… a
distinctive approach to the adult-fairytale/
modern-retelling sub-genre… I would even say
it could be read in a college setting both for the
craft itself and its unique brand of storytelling.
The premise is brilliant.” https://taylaroi.
wordpress.com/2017/04/04/rarity-from-thehollow-by-robert-eggleton-a-revised-bookreview/.

You’ve asked a lot of great questions, but this
one is impossible to answer. As I mentioned
before, I have eclectic reading tastes and,
consequently, Rarity from the Hollow is a genre
bender. I’ll mention a couple of my favorite
books: The Color Purple by Alice Walker for its
effective application of colloquial voice; and
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas
Adams because it is such an enjoyable read
without loss of literary element. But, I have a lot
of favorite books, so…
FH: If you were to write a book in a genre
totally out of your comfort zone, what would
that genre be?
I’m not sure that I have a comfort zone. I’m
not easily offended, prudish, or faint-of-heart.
One genre that I’ve aspired to write but I’m
not sure that I have the mustard is Romance.
I’ve read a few romance novels — hated when
the story was done poorly and respected those
novels when due. Writing one would present a
challenge for me.
FH: Do you have any new releases coming
up? What, and when? (If not, what was your
last release?)

FH: Do you want each of your books to
stand on their own, or are you trying to build
a body of work with connections between
each book?
Rarity from the Hollow is the first in a series of
Lacy Dawn Adventures. The concept is for each
to be related but to stand alone.
FH: What is your ideal book?
I love to read and to write that which prompts
one to reflect on real-life issues, but which is not
constrained by reality. I’m not “into” escapist
fiction, especially not cookie-cutter or fan fiction
and would be somewhat embarrassed if that is
what I produced, even if it sold well.

If Rarity from the Hollow continues to
achieve, I will present Ivy, the next Lacy Dawn
Adventure, to the editor of Dog Horn Publishing
for his consideration. There are other adventures
awaiting attention, but the marketplace is so
competitive, we will see what the future holds.
Ivy is about an almost forgotten Earth town,
the site of an alien invasion via drug addition, a
chemical that causes extreme egocentrism.
FH: What advice would you give to any
aspiring authors out there?
I’m not an expert on anything that has to
do with writing or marketing fiction. My only
advice to aspiring authors would to maintain
determination but to not sell the family farm
to invest in your own work. There appears to
be a lot of rip offs out there — self-publishing
companies, marketing, editing services… I wish
all aspiring authors the best, especially with
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realism to pure sci-fi/fantasy. It’s quite a trip.” —
Evelyn Somers, The Missouri Review

respect to their skills in maintaining personal
integrity.
Purchase links:

“…a hillbilly version of Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy…what I would have thought impossible;
taken serious subjects like poverty, ignorance,
abuse…tongue-in-cheek humor without
trivializing them…profound…a funny book
that most sci-fi fans will thoroughly enjoy.” —
Awesome Indies (Gold Medal)

https://www.amazon.com/Rarity-HollowRobert-Eggleton/dp/190713395X/
http://www.amazon.com/Rarity-HollowRobert-Eggleton-ebook/dp/B017REIA44
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/rarityfrom-the-hollow-robert-eggleton/1118420669#p
roductInfoTabs

“…sneaks up you and, before you know it,
you are either laughing like crazy or crying
in despair, but the one thing you won’t be
is unmoved…a brilliant writer.” — Readers’
Favorite (Gold Medal)

http://www.doghornpublishing.com/
wordpress/books/rarity-from-the-hollow

“Rarity from the Hollow is an original and
interesting story of a backwoods girl who saves
the Universe in her fashion. Not for the prudish.”
—Piers Anthony, New York Times bestselling
author

Public Author Contacts:
http://www.lacydawnadventures.com
https://www.goodreads.com/book/
show/32993259-rarity-from-the-hollow
https://www.facebook.com/Lacy-DawnAdventures-573354432693864/
https://twitter.com/roberteggleton1
Rarity from the Hollow is adult literary science
fiction filled with tragedy, comedy and satire. A
Children’s Story. For Adults.
Lacy Dawn’s father relives the Gulf War, her
mother’s teeth are rotting out, and her best
friend is murdered by the meanest daddy on
Earth. Life in the hollow is hard. She has one
advantage -- an android was inserted into her
life and is working with her to cure her parents.
But, he wants something in exchange. It’s up
to her to save the Universe. Lacy Dawn doesn’t
mind saving the universe, but her family and
friends come first.

“…Good satire is hard to find and science fiction
satire is even harder to find.” — The Baryon
Review
“…Brilliant satires such as this are genius
works of literature in the same class as Orwell’s
‘Animal Farm.’ I can picture American Lit
professors sometime in the distant future
placing this masterpiece on their reading list.” —
Marcha’s Two-Cents Worth
“…I know this all sounds pretty whack, and it is,
but it’s also quite moving. Lacy Dawn and her
supporting cast - even Brownie, the dog - are
some of the most engaging characters I’ve run
across in a novel in some time….” — DanehyOakes, Critic whose book reviews often
appear in the New York Review of Science
Fiction
“… The author gives us much pause for
thought as we read this uniquely crafted story
about some real life situations handled in very
unorthodox ways filled with humor, sarcasm,
heartfelt situations and fun.” — Fran Lewis:
Just Reviews/MJ Magazine

“The most enjoyable science fiction novel I have
read in years.” — Temple Emmet Williams,
Author, former editor for Reader’s Digest
“A fun, sometimes cleverly-gonzo, and even
inspiring tale about an undaunted girl’s close
encounter of the weird kind.” – David Brin,
Award Winning SciFi Author
“Quirky, profane, disturbing… In the space
between a few lines we go from hardscrabble

Half of author proceeds are donated to
Children’s Home Society of West Virginia for the
prevention of child maltreatment
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